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Smoking ban
I- 9o31 set to
appear on WA
state ballot
By Diana Hawk
dhawk@ups.edu

News Writer

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/GREG GROGGEL
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unior Brian Kramer enjoys lunch with his friends in the warm sunshine in the first weeks back at UPS. Stu
ents only have a few weeks to enjoy the sun in Tacoma before the rain begins.

Homecoming weekend expects to
draw largest turnout in UPS history
By Brandon Lueken
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•

blueken@ ups .edu

News Writer
This year, homecoming looks
to host one of the largest gatherings of
Alumni in its history and unveil new
surprises for the university.
Homecoming weekend, Sept.
30 to Oct. 1, will feature activities for
both current students and alumni.
This homecoming is the 50year anniversary of the class of 1955,
and also the 20-year anniversary of
Puget Sound's Orientation program.
Also holding reunions will be the Art,

Theatre Arts and Exercise Science de- ment and Acting Director of Alumni
partments along with the Intervarsity Programs George Mills said.
Christian Fellowship.
In coordination with the large
Each reunion features a dinner turnout, many events are planned for
with a reception and is geared toward both Friday and Saturday.
connecting current students with speThe dorms will be competing
cific alumni from those departments.
in the Hall-I-Daze contest all weekAll dinner reunions take place end. Friday at 8 p.m., the Irish rock
at 5:30 p.m. on Sept. 30, with the ex- band Amadan will help out with Song
ception of the Art Department, which Fest, in conjunction with Hall-I-Daze.
starts at 6 p.m.
Song Fest is an event where repreOverall, 800-1000 alumni are sentatives from each dorm parody a
expected to take part.
song about their dorm or dorm life in
"We expect this to be one of general.
the largest turnouts in Homecoming
That evening, the Logger Volhistory," Vice President of Enroll- leyball team will take on Whitworth
SEE

HOMECOMING PAGE 3
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A Washington state initiative to ban
smoking indoors, which has made it on to
the Nov. 8 ballot, has caught the attention of
UPS' faculty and students.
Initiative 901, supported by a coalition of anti-smoking organizations, aims to
protect employees subjected to second-hand
smoke.
A workplace ban was passed in 1993
to prohibit smoking in offices and other
work environments.
Initiative 901 would further incorporate all businesses including bars, taverns
and bowling alleys.
According to the ballot summary, I901 would also prohibit smoking in outdoor
"areas within 25 feet of entrances, exits,
open windows and ventilation intakes, unless shorter distances are approved by the
director of the local health department."
A similar, short-lived ban was enforced last year in Tacoma but was overturned by State Supreme Court judges.
They decided that a smoking ban
could not be imposed by the Pierce County
Board of Health.
Opponents of the ban primarily
argue that bar and restaurant owners would
lose business.
But 1-901 supporters insist that statistical data from California and New York
prove that businesses do not suffer from
workplace smoking bans.
"The Tobacco Control," a scientific
journal focused on tobacco prevention and
control, conducted a thorough study.
They concluded that "policymakers
can protect workers and patrons from the
toxins in secondhand smoke, confident in
rejecting industry claims that there will be
an adverse economic impact."
Economics Professor Bruce Mann
SEE SMOKING PAGE A4

COMING NEXT ISSUE

b SUNDAY:
RAIN
HIGH: 59/LOW: 4

F

The Town Crier Theatre Festival comes
to campus Oct. 6, 7, and 8. Features
previews the student run festival, with
exclusive interviews and information on
its.
,
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ASK night brings new opportunities
By Rachel Gross

E Kennedy Memorial High School,
said he recognizes the importance of
rgross@ups.edu
a web of good contacts.
News Writer
Sadler, who has attended
16 of the 20 ASK nights since they
Marshall Hall was buzzing
started in 1986, said two jobs he has
Sept. 22 during ASK night with conheld were a direct result of friends or
versations between UPS alumni and
connections.
the current students.
"I believe in the concept of
Career and Employment
ASK night," Sadler said.
Services' annual Alumni Sharing
Steve Russell, a 2000 NatuKnowledge night provides a forum
ral Science graduate, who is now a
for UPS students to talk with alumni dentist, attended ASK night when he
about career paths and current job
was a senior at
opportunities.
UPS and recogThis year's event innizes the value of
cluded over 60 alumni of the "I am making all of my
the connections
mistakes
this
year
so
I
1,800 who are in the ASK
can do it seriously next he made.
network.
"I met a
"Because the alumni year"
dentist
who was
-Charles Mendelson
have a shared college exreally helpful in
sophomore
perience with current UPS
explaining to me
students, they can offer a
what dentistry
valuable perspective on the
was all about,"
working world," McDowell said.
Russell said.
According to McDowell, the
Russell said there are two
alumni are a resource that all stukinds of students who approach him
dents, not just seniors, should take
at ASK night: the freshman who are
advantage of because they can be of nervous and apprehensive, but eager,
assistance on any point in a career and the students who already know
path.
what they're doing and ask him spe85 percent of job opportu- cific questions about where they need
nities are hidden, according to Mc- to go from here.
Dowell. CES works to connect to the
Sophomore Charles Mendelhidden job market through network- son put himself in that first category
ing.
of students who are just trying to get
Bruce Sadler, who gradu- a feel for the event, but who don't acated in 1983 as a double major in tually have specific people they want
German and International Affairs to talk to.
and now works as a teacher at John
"I am making all of my mis-

takes this year so I can do it seriously
next year," Mendelson said.
Freshman Brittany Duncan, a business major, attended ASK
night because she was looking for an
internship.
"It was a good opportunity
to talk to people from different fields
and see how their majors related to
their jobs," Duncan said.
Maureen Goodman, a 2000
graduate in English Literature and
Women's Studies who is now a deputy prosecuting attorney, said that
going to UPS showed her you can
major in anything and still go to law
school.
Goodman said that it was
the liberal arts attitude toward writing, exploring and thinking that really prepared her for her life beyond
UPS.
Goodman started coming
to ASK night her first year in law
school.
"When you first graduate
you feel like you don't have much
to offer," Goodman said. "But I returned because I remembered that I
had questions when I decided to go
to law school."
Sophomore Emilie Dewulf
recognized the difficulties ASK night
presents to younger students.
"Unless you're a really outgoing person it's hard to talk to people," Dewulf said.
Rachel Gross' concerns about being a
deep sea fisherman are now quieted.
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Top 10 News
events:
Army Pfc., Lynndie England,
convicted for mistreatment of
prisoners at Abu Ghraib.
Bush encourages gas conservation as prices rise.
Six killed by typhoon in
China.
Gulf recovers from Rita's
damage.
Spain issues first prison sentence for 9/11 attacks.
Attacks in Iraq kill 16 Shiites.
Justice Department investigates defective body armor sold
to secret service, military and
police.
Ask Jeeves drops butler from
site and changes name to Ask.
com.
Kate Moss issues apology
concerning her cocaine use.
The O.C. video game expected to launch next year.
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a Greek Week reaches goal of fun and philanthropy

ASUPS PHOTSERVICES/ JONAH KLIEWEH

Moe Stephens cues up the BBQ at North Quad for
the hungry Greeks.

By Kaitlyn Hogue
khogue@ups.edu

News Writer
This week, the Greek community has been
bringing a number of events to campus for their annual charity fundraiser, Greek Week. The eight UPS
sororities and fraternities competed to be the champion
of Greek Week, while also supporting the community
through charity events.
In past years, Greek Week has been held in the
spring semester, but it was changed to fall semester
so that first year students could see the strength of the
Greek community earlier in the year.
"Greek Week is a chance for the Greek community to showcase its strength to the freshman and the

•

H omecoming

•

•

starting at 7 p.m.
Friday morning, a boat, in which
four UPS alumni plan to row across the
Atlantic Ocean, will be put on display until Saturday evening.
Among the various meetings and
activities, Sept. 30's events are where the
traditional focus is -specifically the football
game. Before the football game, starting at
11 a.m., a Logger Tailgate will feature free
food, live music by the Rockodiles and a
classic car show in the Fieldhouse parking
lot.
Then, the Logger football team
will face off against Willamette, starting at
1:30 p.m. At halftime, Associated Students
of the University of Puget Sound (ASUPS)
will present a special treat.
"It will impact the future of the
university community," ASUPS Vice
President Ryan McAninch said.
ASUPS has claimed responsibility for the bear print that has been appearing on posters and in ads around campus.
They insist that all will become clear at
halftime, but offer this exclusive clue.
It is a little known fact that the
Trail used to be called the Ye Recorde in
1903 and was changed to The Maroon in
1905. Then, in 1910, the paper received
the name it currently holds, The Trail.
In coordination with the change of
the paper, the University of Puget Sound
students officially became the Loggers,
led through the forest by the Trail, from
their previous nickname of the Grizzlies.

rest of campus as a community rather than as chapters,"
Greek Week director senior Aaron McDonald said.
Some of the events that happened were the
Greek Carnival, Chariot Races and the Greek Idol contest.
However, the most important events were the
philanthropy fundraisers like the Canned Food Castles,
Penny Wars and the Four Square Tournament.
"We hope these charity events will make the
faculty and staff view the Greek community in a more
positive light," Greek Week director Rachel Chester
said.
The Four Square Tournament was the highlight
of Greek Week, supporting St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital. Unlike some of the other events that
were strictly for the Greek houses, anyone could participate in the tournament. 40 teams participated this year.
"I was so impressed by the number of teams that
signed up," Chester said. "But I also know that once this
campus sees how great this charity is, we will get even
more support."
One incentive for people to play was the prize of
an iPod shuffle for each member of the winning team.
In conjunction with the Four Square Tournament, Greek students have been writing letters to family
and friends asking for money and support of St. Jude's
Hospital.
In total, 1,200 letters have been written. At the
start of Greek Week, almost $7,000 had been raised,
but Greek Week directors expect to reach their goal of
$20,000.
Greek Week also featured Canned Food Castles,
built by each of the Greek houses out of canned food
that was donated to the food bank My Sister's Pantry.
Greek Week also featured a Penny War, where
each house tried to collect the most amount of change
at lunch time throughout the week donating all profits
earned to their philanthropy of choice.
There was some concern about the fact that

Greek Week followed directly after Sigma Chi's fundraiser, Derby Days.
"It is difficult to keep up the energy in a twoweek span and to bring out the enthusiasm for Greek
Week," Chester said.
The main reason for this concern was the enormous amount of support for Derby Days, especially
from Alpha Phi, who won the competition.
Sigma Chi was able to raise $8,600 for the
Make-A-Wish Foundation, which was the most money
the chapter had ever raised.
"The only thing I can attribute to this extraordinary success is an increase in support and generosity towards the Make-A-Wish Foundation's amazing cause,"
Derby Days director junior Tripp Serenbetz said.
Serenbetz holds high expectations for Greek
Week.
"The Greek Community has always done more
for the community at large than most other organizations and I really don't see that changing anytime soon,"
Serenbetz said.
The winners of Greek Week will be announced
at halftime of the Homecoming game.
Kaitlyn Hogue plays a mean game of Four Square.

Naura rnviwtnvu%., /JONt1 nut vv tn
Sophomore Mark Rosasco signs up for a game of Ti ger Toss at the greek carnival.
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continued from page 1

While this may lead some students
to believe that a change in the mascot or
name of the student body is eminent, ASUPS assures that is not the case.
"We will not be changing the
name back to the Grizzlies," said ASUPS
President Alex Israel. "We will always be
the Loggers."
After the football game has ended,
volleyball will be playing against Whitman at 6 p.m., and men's soccer will play
Whitworth at 2:30 p.m.
There will also be a student rugby
game on Todd field following the football
game.
The Class of 1955 will have their
50- year reunion and dinner on Sept. 30,
with the reception at 6 p.m. and dinner at 7
p.m.
For current students, there is an
"After Party" at 8 p.m., put on by Community for Hispanic Awareness (ChispA),
Resident Student Association (RSA) and
ASUPS.
The dance is themed "Night at
the Discotheque," and there, RSA will announce the hall winners of Hall-I-Daze
which will be judged after the football
game. There will also be a "Quad Feud"
put on by the RSA in conjunction with ASUPS.
The theme for Homecoming is
"Logger Love" and ASUPS will have tables at the SUB selling t-shirts.
Brandon Lueken is still crying because he
wanted to be the new mascot.
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Willamette professor reveals "Dark Side of the Pledge"
By Jessica Bruce
jbruce@ups.edu

News Writer
In the first event of the Diversity Theme Year
theme "Liberty and Justice for Some" Professor Richard Ellis from Willamette University delivered a lecture
entitled "The Dark Side of the Pledge of Allegiance."
Ellis' most recent book, "To the Flag: The Unlikely History of the Pledge of Allegiance," revolves
around themes he discussed in the lecture.
Ellis argued that Americans believe the U.S. to
be a nation held together by ideals, while others are cemented by a shared lineage.
This, Ellis said, is the "American conceit" and
has historically caused Americans to be anxious about
peoples' differences, especially when it comes to immigrants.
"The idea that one chooses to become an American invites anxiety that the U.S. can't count on national
racial and ethnic similarities," Ellis said.
According to Ellis, this anxiety is manifested in
the Pledge of Allegiance, an oath that speaks to American ideals and fears. The pledge is an attempt to instill
patriotism through a loyalty oath.
"The great danger is that it forces a very narrow
view of what patriotism should be," History Professor
Bill Breitenbach said.
Ellis traced the Pledge's beginnings to 1892,
when James Upham, a leader of the popular magazine
"The Youth's Companion," worried that immigrants did
not understand the sacrifices of the "original" Americans.

Upham selected Francis Bellamy, a Christian
Socialist, to write a pledge that would serve to help promote the raising of a flag at every school in the nation.
"I don't think the pledge makes a difference to
immigrants one way or the other. For immigrants, it's a
fight to keep the culture alive," Ellis said. "Acculturation in this society is powerful, and it has zippo to do
with the pledge."
In 1954, the phrase "under God" was added to
differentiate the U.S. from Communist countries.
Ellis imitated the moment when pledge-writers
decided to add "under God" to the Pledge and said that
religion is what differentiates the U.S. from Communist
states.
"These origins suggest that the later repression
associated with efforts to force the stating of the pledge
did not necessarily contradict its author's purposes," said
History and Gender Studies Professor Nancy Bristow.
Ellis used this historical background of discrimination to explain the mandating of Pledge-reciting
in public schools across the country.
Despite the traditional association of discrimination with the Pledge, Ellis said there is a bright side
encapsulated in the words, "with liberty and justice for
all."
According to Breitenbach, the Pledge can have
a uniting effect as a "ritualistic moment."
Breitenbach commented that especially after
Sept. 11, the Pledge was freighted with meaning and
significance in a way that it hadn't been before.
Ellis finished his lecture by challenging the audience to consider how the Pledge fits with American
culture. In a culture that is so individualistic and distrustful of government, he questioned the custom of children

publicly affirming allegiance
to the state.
Ellis
suggested that
true patriots
would not be
so insecure
as to need to
proclaim allegiance.
"It's
those who
would get rid
of the Pledge of
Allegiance that
really harbor
the truest and
deepest ideals,"
Ellis said.

•
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Professor Ellis delivers lecture in
Trimble forum.

Bristow said she found Ellis' lecture
appropriate for the DTY theme.
"This lecture encouraged us to think hard about
what constitutes patriotism and true patriotic behavior,"
Bristow said. "In a democracy, Ellis seemed to suggest,
standing up for civil liberties and American values is
patriotic."
Ellis' lecture also impacted students' views on
the pledge.
"I already had a negative opinion of the Pledge,
and the lecture reinforced my views," freshman Jawanza Barial-Lumumba said.
Jessica Bruce has a dress made of the American flag.

Native American bones found in Slater Museum
By Tara Horn
thorn @ ups.edu

News Writer
The staff at the Slater Museum of Natural History is trying to repatriate the 20 plus skulls that were
discovered in the recent upheaval and reassemble whale
skeletons.
The museum was displaced last May to accommodate for the new hallway that runs right through what
was the main entrance to the museum and adjoining offices.
The Slater Museum of Natural History is currently undergoing a large scale reorganization, turning
up some surprising finds.
One new discovery was a collection of wellover 20 human skulls boxed up in the attic. Immediately
the staff set to work investigating the origin of these
skulls.
Some of the skulls were found with some identification, such as the location and date they were gathered. This information, along with the physical data
gathered by a physical anthropologist hired by the museum, produced some surprising results.
About half of the skulls are Native American
remains, whereas the identity of the remaining skulls
has yet to be determined.
The repatriation process of these remains has

begun in accordance with the guidelines issued by
the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), a Federal law that was passed in
1990.
For skulls
with locality data, "I'd like to see the museum
the next step is to become a facility where
contact the tribal people have increased access
representatives to to specimens and the knowlfigure out what they edge they harbor through
want to do with increased use of displays,
the remains. Skulls teaching, classes and rewithout any location search."
data will be turned
— Gary Shuggart
over to NAGPRA.
Collection Manager
"I don't
think there's anyway to determine
where some of these skulls came from," Director Peter
Wimberger said.
According to the last count on record, the museum housed approximately 75,000 preserved specimens. More important than numbers however, is the
role the museum plays on campus.
"I'd like to see the museum become a facility
where people have increased access to specimens and
the knowledge they harbor through increased use of displays, teaching, classes and research," Collection Man-

•
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Tara Horn wants to keep the bones for herself.

Smoking
agreed, saying that studies he has seen did not lead to
decreases in revenue for smoke-free establishments.
"Voluntary bans amount to an economic disadvantage" Mann said.
Nevertheless, the ban is not imposed on tribal
lands, with many fearing a possible economic disadvantage.
Non-tribal bar and restaurant owners fear they
will lose business to tribal taverns because patrons will
want indoor smoking.
Other opponents of the smoking ban believe
that the government has no right to limit adults in their

ager Gary Shugart said.
The remodel has forced the Slater museum into
a new phase, with a focus on creating just such a mission for the future. Surprisingly, the displacement of the
museum has led to a rise in the specimen count. From
discoveries in anthropology to bugs, the Slater Museum
is increasing its visibility on campus.
Exhibits from the Slater Museum of Natural
History can now be found in Thompson and Wyatt
Halls. The Kittredge Gallery features Slater specimens
juxtaposed with art in an exhibit entitled, "Unnatural
History."
Curators hope to closely link campus with the
museum through projects involving students, as well as
a stronger presence in Thompson Hall. The assembly
of a gray whale skeleton is expected to be completed
by April 2006 and hanging from the ceiling in Harned
Hall, the new wing of the science building.
"Projects under consideration are natural history research in the collections with specimens as well
as out in nature. For example, at Point Defiance, no
4
one has done an inventory there of mammal, reptiles
and amphibians," Shugart said.
By April 2006, all the skeletons in the closet
should be unveiled, the museum should be reopened
and with realization of construction plans, the Slater
Museum of Natural History will turn into the teaching
and community resource it is capable of being.

continued from page 1
decision to smoke.
They also argue that bar and restaurant owners
should use their own discretion to ban smoke in their
businesses.
"Government impositions on private businesses
is a fine line," junior Matt Oliver said. "But 1-901 is a
health issue and not something completely arbitrary."
Oliver, a former smoker himself, spent his summer in Burlington, VT, one of 2,000 other US cities
which have similar smoke-free bans.
"I was a bit miffed at the inconvenience but you
just had to go outside," Oliver said. "Litter was also not

an issue; there were large receptacles where everyone
threw their cigarettes."
1-901 supporters came to campus last semester
in an effort to gather signatures for ballot qualifications.
Dozens of Washington State registered voters on campus signed the petition.
The 1-901 campaign needed 224,880 signatures
to qualify for the ballot and collected over 300,000.
More information on Initiative 901 can be
found at www.heatlhyindoorairwa.org .
Diana Hawk hates smelling like any type of smoke after
attending concerts.
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Quit poking me
By Ashley Dowden
adowden@ups.edu

Opinions Writer
I realize that Facebook.com is
new and exciting to so many of you
freshmen. There are many among
you who invaded its pages the second you received
your ups.edu email last spring and have been using the
site for nearly six months now.
Nonetheless, it's about time somebody spoke up
for the confused and wrongly poked. Many of us seasoned Facebook veterans are fully aware of its ability to make us fact seeking peeping toms, but we have
managed to keep ourselves under control (save the few
alcohol induced messages on a buddy's message wall
proclaiming unrequited love or affirming the awesomeness of a party).
During my first year with Facebook I learned to
curb the desire to come home to my laptop after a party
and add everyone I spoke with for more than two min* utes as a "friend."
This flagrant mistreatment of networking is just
not right. I've talked with too many seniors who felt
close to assaulted, when by the end of the first week of
the sqmester, they'd been poked by every single fresh
man in their psychology 101 class.
Poking is not a game, folks. It is a tool that ought to
be used in order to remind someone (who you actually
know) that you are thinking of them.
The idea of 2600 undergraduate coeds in a 2.5 mile
radius is tantalizing, yes. The opportunities for social
interaction are vast.
But why go out and meet people through reciprocal socialization when you can sit in your Sponge Bob
boxers, eating Ramen Noodles and read up on your
fellow students' lives through their telltale Facebook
profiles?
Why spend quality time building up a social netlb work with bona fide friends when you can add that
freckly-faced kid from Passages that slept in the cabin
next to you, or the drunk girl you met last Wednesday
in the middle of the Quadrangle?
Would you even have remembered their names had
you not stumbled across their poorly cropped pictures
in the mouse-clicking frenzy that is Facebook surfing?
My housemate has recently become so displeased
with the Facebook inspired falsity epidemic that he's
proclaimed, in a very Fight Club-esque manner, "the
first rule of Facebook is don't talk about Facebook."
It has become so ridiculous and shameful to be a
user of this website that I'm not even allowed to speak
of it in my own home. This is not to say that each member of my house does not use the site as often as the
average UPS student.
Saying "I'll Facebook him" has become as common as using Google as a verb. Precisely for this reaa son we ought to be a tad more "real" on Facebook;
present an appeal that you would want to present in
person.
Don't say you liked the movie Adaptation just to
look interesting when you really had mixed feelings
about it. Not everybody has to like Zeppelin either
(though I'd argue for it). Be honest.
Walk up to that kid in the Quad when you see them
the next day in the Café, introduce yourself in person
rather than oblige someone to add you as a friend by
clicking a blue button proclaiming an instant counterfeit camaraderie.
I weep at the thought of the end point towards
which this trend is traveling. Is the value of personto-person contact going to be lost forever? Is it really
better to have 365 friends who you barely know on Facebook or a small group of really close-knit buds? You
make the choice.
-Ashley is currently working with Facebook.com to
create a "Kill" option in order to combat obsessive
pokers.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
The University of Puget Sound takes plagarism and other forms of academic honesty seriously. The Academic Honesty Policy and its hearing process, outlined in "The Logger Student
Handbook," is used to address an allegation of academic dishonesty involving a student. "The
Faculty Code," which outlines high expectations for faculty in their roles as scholars and teachers ;
standards of professional ethics, and processes for faculty evaluation and grievances, is used to address the rare occasion of an allegation of academic dishonesty involving a faculty member. The
outcomes of both student and faculty conduct cases are confidential.

Kristine Bartanen
Academic Vice President

Size up your sexiling
By Katie Azarow
However, I would like to offer some healthy alternatives to sexiing. The next time you are getting ready
Opinions Assitant Editor
to do your thing with your head-nod friend from the
SUB, just stop and think about your poor, pitiful roomWhen coming to college, one mate and try utilizing an alternative.
would assume that you have finally
First, why not 'do the deed' while your roommate
reached the point in your life where is in class? This solution is easy enough. Just swap
you no longer have to share your space and belongings, schedules and work on instilling in your roommate the
or compromise your time for siblings, as you have done importance of attending class every single day!
at home for so many years.
However, sometimes you sexile because the hookHowever, the reality of college life can be even up is what I might categorize as "random" and theremore frustrating when sharing a dorm room, a fraterni- fore, these encounters usually occur at night. In this
ty room, a sorority room or even a room you may share case, I highly suggest other locations in your place of
in an off-campus house, when you suddenly become a residence that are not frequently used. A fantastic exvictim of sexiling.
ample is the handicap bathroom, or perhaps the comFor anyone unfamiliar with the term, to be "sex- puter study room in the dorms.
iled" is to be booted out of your room while your
Now, I do understand that some people have objecroommate "gets it on." Now, once in a while, behavior tions to taking care of business on a bathroom floor and
like this can be tolerated. For as we all know, planning that is exactly why there is option three.
these things don't ever work out the way you guessed
When options one and two do not work, or when
it would.
you simply are feeling a little frisky, use option three.
But, when you return home at 2 a.m. from the
Both Maxim magazine and myself are fond of an
library, to find a hair tie; a 'do not disturb' sign or a exhibitionist standpoint to sex. Why must you sexile
'sweet note on your whiteboard which lets you know to your roommate when there are tons of places in the
come back in four hours, sexiling can become a severe greater Puget Sound area to get it on?
problem.
For example, Todd Field is always an empty place,
Although many freshmen may have never had the along with the stairs of Wyatt and the football field. If
experience of being sexiled, it is a problem that needs you're a person who doesn't like grass or cement, you
to be discussed. In fact, I am pretty certain that well can always get it on in your car or possibly in the referover 50 kids are left with no place to go in the wee ence section of the library.
hours of the morning after coming home to be sexiled.
So, while you may have no problems with a roomNow why is the administration not worrying about mate who sexiles you, keep these locations handy the
students left out in the cold in the middle of a Taco- next time you drop your keys on the way home.
ma night, while CHAWS continues to hand out free
And, if you are a victim of sexiling, or you frecondoms, practically begging students to sexile their quently sexile your roommate, take my advice into
roomates? Let's work on sustaining the life of stu- deep consideration and for once in your life, try somedents!
thing new!
Many would have you believe that the group of
-Katie Azarow knows that great sex is just like real
10-15 students that stand outside of Todd Phibbs on
estate. It's all about location, location, location.
a nightly basis are there for hours simply to chain
smoke.
And across Union, I am frequently
privy to the conversations that occur
outside of Greek houses, as guys and
girls stand outside for hours, "just chillin," and claim that it is just way too
OPPORTUNITIES IN
early to hit the sack.
BUSINESS
The awful reality is that 90 percent
EDUCATION
TECHNOLOGY
of these people are really victims of
HEALTH
sexiling. But who really wants to admit
THE ENVIRONMENT
that their creepy roommate with the orAND MORE
ange hair and ten piercings is getting it
on while they are standing outside on a
cold Monday night? No one!
Now this is not written to say that
sex should not be condoned if you
have a roommate. Please do not get me
wrong on that one!

kazarow@ups.edu
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Crushing on
a professor
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•

Ella McNeil-Doty
edoty@ups.edu

OpinionsWriter
So it's the first day of class,
and, if you're like me, you use the minute or so when
everyone is coming in to scope out the scene for a
cute boy.
Come on, we all hope that there is that one
person in class we can ogle at to help pass the time
when things get a bit dull. But what happens when
that person just so happens to be your professor?
There are some obvious advantages to ogling.
He will probably take your inability to take your
eyes off him as a sign that his lecture is thoroughly
engaging and that you are giving him your utmost
attention — while in actuality you're wondering if
he's got a six pack under his sweater vest and how
you go about setting up one of those "take your
professors to lunch" dates.
You might also try a little harder in his class
so you don't disappoint him, which gives you double
benefits. Not only do you get to impress him, you also
will probably get better grades. A definite win-win
situation if you ask me.
But of course, you would never act on your
dirty little thoughts about what might happen if you
show up to his office hours in a cleavage revealing top
and miniskirt. Or would you? Although it might seem
like a hell of a lot of fun, the consequences of having
any sort of sexual relationship with a professor outweigh the advantages big time.
First off, the sexual harassment policy in "The
Logger," "prohibits consensual sexual relationships
between a faculty or staff member and a student
whenever the faculty or staff member is in a position
of professional responsibility with respect to the
student." This means that if you have a class with a
professor, or will have a class with a professor in the
future, you cannot have a sexual relationship with
them.
So, if you're a math major, it would be a
really bad idea to start a relationship with anyone in
the Math Department. But if they happen to be in the
Art or Classics Department, "The Logger" says, go
for it! But of course, there are other facts to consider,
such as the age difference and the fact that many
professors are married.
Is having a relationship with a professor a bad
idea? Yes. Do I advocate such relationships? No. But
couldn't being a "pupil with benefits" be fun? Yes.
Since we are all adults here, or at least we
are by government standards, we are all capable of
making our own decisions. But if one of my friends
came to me and told me she was getting it on with her
psychology professor, I'd slap her.
Not hard, just hard enough to knock some
sense into her. A relationship of that sort brings up too
many complications that are not needed in anyone's
already complicated and confused world.
We are young and there are a great number
of good looking young individuals on this campus.
Believe me, I know. I've counted.
-Ella will do anything to suck up, including reading
"The Logger."
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, looting and dying, oh my!
Russell Howe
rhowe@ups.edu

Opinions Writer

However, this institution is comprised of some of
the most educated people on the planet. We can expect
a different reaction than the general public; there will
be some who respond to the disaster in a measured and
intelligent manner.
For instance, some level headed Psychology professors will undoubtedly use the opportunity to conduct a lengthy and exact survey of the fleeing mob in
order to scientifically capture exactly how a person
feels before a near (and probably agonizing) death.
And I have every hope that the Music Department
will recognize the drama of the situation and organize
an impromptu concert on the field outside of the library,
drowning out the screams and wailings of the forsaken
with the civilized genius of Mozart and Beethoven, until the band perishes as well.
Of course, not everyone will behave in such a selfless and helpful manner. For instance, does anyone
really trust the Physics or Math professors? They
seem just a little too smart for my taste. It's all too •
easy to picture them facing a mob on the third story
of Thompson Hall as the water level rises higher and
higher, beating back those desperately seeking higher
ground with their meter sticks, while screaming, "Get
your own f***king clock tower!"
Others will surely escape. They will have thought
of the impending danger, and already have a plan in
place. (The official UPS "plan" is a joke — an obvious

There is no doubt about it anymore: we are all doomed. I don't know how the end
will come — it could be searing ash sweeping down
from the sky, torrential floods, cataclysmic openings
in the ground sucking down buildings whole or just an
old fashioned robot army bent on enslaving the human
race.
How could we possibly see the terrible events
that have happened in other places, such as typhoons,
earthquakes, hurricanes, computer scares and Brad and
Jen breakups that have torn apart the world in the last
five years, and somehow have the audacity to think that
nothing will happen to us? No, my friends, it is time to
pull our heads from out of the sand and begin preparing
for the ordeal ahead — namely, stocking up on jerky
and hoarding beer.
So exactly how are we, students and faculty, likely
to respond to the horrendous destruction soon to come?
Some scenarios come easily to the mind — the fraternities will abandon their houses and take refuge in the
tunnels down below, where they will promptly drink
themselves to death out of boredom.
If it is a natural disaster, the Geology department will run around with
National Seem - it's Education Program
high-tech instruments, giddy with joy
id L. Boren Lndcrtradtlatc Scholnrships
at all the data they are able to collect,
until they are swept away by a huge
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDY ABROAD
wave or swallowed up into the bowels
NSEP provides opportunities for U.S. citizens to study in Asia, Africa, Central and Eastern Europe,
Eurasia, Latin America and the Caribbean, and the Middle East. Award amounts are up to S10,000 pe r
of the earth.
semester or $20,000 per academic year. In return, scholarship recipients agree to seek employment with
the federal government. You must be a U.S. citizen and enrolled as an undergraduate at a U.S. university,
These reactions are unsurprising.
college or community college in order to apply. Scholarships are for summer. semester and academic
What about the rest of us? How will
year study abroad programs.
we react? I don't think it's too much
National Deadline: February 10, 2006
NSEP David L. Boron Undergraduate Scholarships
conjecture to say that panic will rule
Institute of International Education
the day. Whether Mt. Ranier blows or
1400 K Si, NW, Washington, D.C. 20005
call (800) 6 I 8-NSEP or (202) 326-7697
a giant hurricane hits, the majority of
email: nsep@iie.org
students and faculty will run around
Find out more at the Fall Fellowship Forum
campus in random circles, screaming
Tuesday, October 4, 2005 5:00PM, Trimble Forum
hysterically, occasionally grouping together to loot and trample the weak.
SEE RIOTING
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We drink soda, not "pop"
Kyle Challinor
kchallinor@ups.edu

a

Opinions Writer

UPS likes to talk itself up
as a place of culture and intellect,
but these are qualities I am not ready
to fully accept as fact. Not when such a large portion
of the school's population uses a term so outdated and
offensive that only the lowest persons in society would
even dream of using it. I am, of course, referring to the
use of the word "pop" to indicate a carbonated beverage.
Is it still the 1940's? Did we lose a war? Are multi-syllabic words simply too difficult to use? Unless
one of these happens to be true, there is no reason we
should continue to use such an outdated and potentially
confusing word to refer to our soft drinks.
I say potentially confusing because of the countless
variations the word takes in almost all parts of speech.
$
For example, "pop the balloon," "pop the clutch,"
"pop fly," "pop music," "pop pills," "pop goes the weasel" and "hop on pop" are all common and appropriate uses of the word "pop" that do not involve sugar
water. You will find no less than 10 definitions of this
word in the dictionary, which is already too many.
Don't complicate things further by using "pop" in this
atrocious manner.
There is a simple, four-letter word, while gracefully rolling off the tongue, that ends all this confusion
and backwards thinking — "soda." Just saying it al* most quenches one's thirst.
There's a reason you don't buy cream-pop or orange-pop. The word that should obviously follow is
soda. As opposed to pop, soda has no more than three
definitions, so the chance of confusion is far less.
You can try to say that pop is the correct term because the majority of the country uses it, but the majority is rarely, if ever, in the right about anything. Isn't
that why Bush is our president?
And as for it being the predominant word of choice
for carbonated beverages, this can be disputed. In California, the most populous and important state in the
$ union, you'll be hard-pressed to find anyone calling
their sodas "pop."

Rioting

a

Add to this the majority of New England and the
Mid-Atlantic states, and all of those wide open spaces
in the Midwest can't compete.
For all of those readers who I have deeply offended
with my presumptions and accusations, rest assured,
for I now pause to expose an evil even greater than
your misuse of the word "pop."
In case you didn't already know, our Southern
brethren prefer the word "coke" when indicating soft
drinks. Not just any sort of cola, or any of the CocaCola products, but when referring to any type of soft
drink whatsoever. That is about as backwards thinking
as it gets.
One thing that has been a rude awakening in my
move from California to Washington is the number
of Washingtonians guilty of "pop" usage. Oregon
and Washington have always been the wanna-be little
brothers of California (kind of like Canada's relationship with the United States); one would think they'd
do a better job of following our lead and drink soda
instead of pop.
But this doesn't mean it's too late to change Puget
Sound. College is all about new experiences and personal growth; let it start today!
Kyle's favorite book to this day is none other than Dr.
Seuss's Hop on Pop.

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily
represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail
encourages all readers to respond to all articles or
important issues by writing a letter to the Editor.
Columns and letters in the Opinions section are
printed at the discretion of the Editorial Board.
The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letter
that is submitted for publication. Letters must be
signed with a full name and contact information
and are due no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays.
Letters mail be mailed to trailops@ups.edu or
delivered through the mail to CMB 1095.

OPEN-ENDED
FORUM
WHAT CRAZY RUMORS
HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT

UPS?
Jon Orozco, junior
"I heard that Ted Bundy buried one of his
victims in the foundation of Thompson
and her ghost roams the halls at night."
Drew Gemmer, senior
"Susan Resneck Pierce is coming back to
reign UPS in 666 years. "
Casey Betcher, senior
"I heard the tunnels under the Greek
Houses go all the way to Columbia and
the Bermuda Triangle."
Michelle Gustafson, senior
"I've been told there's a ghost hanging
out in Norton Clapp Theatre, saving
people's lives."
•
Whitney Mackman, senior
"There's a Weyerhauser
paper monster
in the Sound."

CONT. FROM PAGE 6

ploy to sacrifice the masses in order to save a few.)
I have no doubt that when the instant news of imminent doom reaches our ears, a deep rumbling will
be heard all over campus, followed by loud explosions
as an escape pod blasts off from the president's house.
Through the pod's window we'll see Ron Thom bravely saluting us as he escapes to his safe-house in the
Swiss Alps.
So I urge you, take these warnings of future calamity to heart, and perhaps we will endure better than
others. As for me, I plan to buy a shotgun as soon as I
can, because when the rioting starts, no one wants to be
the loser.
Russell, now having made many enemies on campus, will
need that shotgun.

Please
recycle me!

TACOMA'S FINEST
NORTH SIDE SOUTH SIDE
3912 6th AVE.

o 704 SO. 38th ST.
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(LINCOLN DIST.)
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Chavez steers Venezuala

ASUPS President speaks

allowed Hugo Chavez to take office as
President in the late 90's. He ran on a platkrgordon@ups.edu
form of promises, rallying the poor behind
Campus Bubble
him, pledging that he would make it his
Columnist
personal mission to equalize and redistribute the wealth. The poor responded, and
Who is Hugo elected him in a landslide.
Chavez? Pat Robertson
And, true enough, Chavez appears to
would say that he is a heinous and repres- be working for the poor. With the millions
sive dictator. The United States govern- of dollars of oil money that rolls in daily
ment would say that he is a democrati- (Citco, the Venezuelan state oil company,
cally elected leader of a sovereign nation. pumps 3 million barrels a day, selling
Wealthy Venezuelans would say that he is on the world market at over 60 dollars a
dangerous, whereas the poor would say barrel), Chavez is implementing massive
that he is their savior. The truth, as is most development projects in the ranchos. For
often the case, lies imperceptibly between once, the poor of Venezuela have hope and
both. All across Venezuela people are talk- pride in their community. The money that
ing about the future of their country, a fu- Chavez is giving them isn't going to some
ture that is resting in the hands of one con- obscure program; it is going directly into
troversial man.
the community and into the hands of the
In the predawn hours of Sep. 3, the people. Every poor person I spoke with (at
MV Explorer and 680 American students least those who spoke English) fervently
of the Semester at Sea program pulled into endorsed Chavez. Even those who didn't
the harbor of La Guiara, understandably speak English responded with an enthusinervous about setting foot on what was for astic and glowing "Si, si, si!" when I asked
many a new continent. Our nerves were "Te amo Chavez?"
further jostled during the diplomatic briefChavez's goals don't just concern the
ing that morning before we were allowed poor of Venezuela, either; his sights are set
to disembark. The three consulates from on all of Latin America. He is enacting his
the American embassy who came aboard dream of "The Bolivarian Revolution," in
informed us of the instability of the econ- which he envisions the liberation of Latin
omy, the attempted coup d'etat two years American poor from the bonds of poverty
ago, the unrest in the barrios and the soar- and economic imperialism. He sees himing murder rate in capital city of Caracas, self as the next Simon Bolivar, the nearjust half an hour from La Guiara.
mythic hero who liberated much of Latin
Once a booming center of commerce, America from Spain in the early nineteenth
Caracas has long since declined from its century.
glory days. The city sprawls across several
By riding on the fame of Bolivar
valleys in the mountains above the coast, (whose name graces nearly every plaza
growing in all directions with no planning and square in Venezuela), Chavez is atwhatsoever. Tall buildings mingle with tempting to spark a massive revolution. Of
barrios, the ghettos or "ranchos" where course, revolutions invariably mean unrest
millions of poor live without electricity or and conflict. In his quest to balance the
running water. The volume of these ran- wealth of Latin America, many of the afchos painfully illustrates the immense gap fluent are terrified and outraged, as more
between the throngs of poor and the afflu- and more of their land is seized by the govent few.
ernment and handed over, free of charge,
In few other places can one see such to the multitude of poor.
immense wealth abutting stunning poverty.
Despite his apparent effort to ensure
The backbone of the Venezuelan economy the greater good, many wealthy Venezueis its oil reserves, which are some of the lans feel that Chavez is not going about
richest in the world behind the Middle East things the right way. They point to the
(I hate to say it, but Venezuelans only pay faltering and declining economy, and the
12 cents a gallon!). The oil market in Vene- steady growth of the ranchos. The wealthy
zuela has made some exceedingly wealthy, argue that Chavez is ruining the economy
as the five-story mall in the urban center of in his effort to curb foreign influence, and
Las Mercedes can attest to, boasting stores that his programs only throw money at the
such as Giorgio Armani and Prada. And poor without providing any long-term inthere were no shortage of people there, ea- frastructure. They return again and again
ger to spend their mone, which exchanges to the terrible living condition in the shanat 2,150 Bolivares to one U.S. dollar. Even tytowns, even with the influx Chavez's
at this rate, everything in the mall was ex- money. As one Caracan, a young man
pensive, with items often times being more named Claudio, told me, "The children are
expensive than in the US.
dying in the street. There is no food."
It is precisely this disparity that
FOR THE REST OF THIS ARTICLE, SEE ASUPS.UPS.EDU/TRAIL

By Linh Hoang

By Keith Gordon

lhoang@ups.edu

Campus Bubble Writer
Along with many of you, I attended the Convocation Ceremony at
the start of this school year and heard
the speech given by the ASUPS President Alex Israel. When I realized that I
would be interviewing him, I was both
excited and curious; excited that I
would have the opportunity to ask him
many questions, curious as to what he
does as the ASUPS President.
Arriving at the luxurious presidential office, I found Israel lounging in his enormous leather chair and
casually presumed my questioning.
Tell me about yourself and how
you became involved in student government?
I was born in a rural town called
Brentwood near Los Angeles, CA. My
mom was a psychologist, and my dad
was a set designer for plays and operas. I am an only child and attended
a small, private high school in Los
Angeles. I am a senior this year, and
I double major in Business and Economics. After graduation,
I want to go to graduate school
to get a joint JD (Jurist Doctorate)
and MBA (Master of Business Administration). In terms of leadership,
I was Todd Phibbs RHA President, I
was on the executive council of Beta
Theta Pi and I was the DJ for KUPS,
the school's radio channel, for three
years.
You are currently very involved
with the politics of UPS. Do you see
yourself practicing politics in the future?
I can picture it, but I am more interested in opening my own business
after I am done with school.
As the President of ASUPS, what
are your responsibilities? What do you
do?
I have meetings with the Deans
and the President, I am a voting member of the Faculty Senate and the Staff
Senate and am also a guest member
of the Board of Trustees, which is the
overseer of everything that takes place
at Puget Sound.
I have been the ASUPS President
since March 2005, and my term will
end in March 2006. Ryan McAnnich,
the ASUPS Vice President, and I work
closely to unite and excite the power
of our student body. We are looking to
unveil a large surprise at the upcoming
Oct. 1 Homecoming. And yes, that's
all I can say about the Homecoming!

ASUPS President Alex Israel
oversees one of his many jobs as
President.

a

Tell me more about your
intentions and expectations for ASUPS and UPS students.
The one thing that I am strongly
passionate about is building pride and t
spirit on campus. Most students have
a sense of connection and unification
within this community as you can see
in the number of clubs that we have;
however, at the same time, they also
want their own identities and individ- t
uality. We want to help students to accomplish that.
Another thing we are working on
is "Greater Info," an ASUPS project
that aims at the dissemination of information. There has been ongoing *
concerns about students being uninformed about what takes place in the
community, the world, the town and
the University itself. We are very excited to be able to provide this service
to the students.
What is your advice for those who
want to get involved in student government?
Come and talk to Ryan McAnnich. We don't sleep much, so you
will be able to catch us most of the
time. There are also some requirements you have to meet if you want to
run for President. You have to be a full
time student, have a minimum GPA of
2.5 as well as other criteria.
Do you have any time left for
fun?
I don't have time for hobbies, but
it's good to get away from campus
sometimes. I hang out with friends
and go out to dinner once in a while.
Would you say that you are satis- 4
fied with what you have?
Yes. I am very fulfilled with my
life. I love being ASUPS President
and a proud student at UPS.
Linh Hoang may be ASUPS president
in a subsequent year. Be sure to
vote for her if she runs.

•
"Watch nature
documentaries
while eating
cheescake."

"Have a
cigarette and
watch Arrested
Development."

"Play five or so
straight games
of beirut."

"Lose to Mor
gan and pla
with my pe
snake Henry."
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FRIDAY SEPT. 30

MONDAY OCT. 3

1:30 p.m. "Making the Difference: A Celebration of
University of Puget Sound Benefactors"
4 p.m. Four Square Tournament
7 p.m. Logger Volleyball vs. Whitworth
7:30 p.m. Faculty Recital Series: An American in
Paris
8 p.m. AMADAN/Songfest
Campus films: "Madagascar" at 9:30 p.m. and
midnight in McIntyre 003

The new week
4 p.m. Kla How Ya-T-Town Treasures
• 5 p.m. International Club meeeting
• 7 p.m. VOX Club meeting
• 7 p.m. Swing Out
8 p.m. Pool Kayaking Session

SATURDAY OCT. 1

S
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11 a.m. Homecoming Tailgate
Noon. Campus Films: Indian Heaven Backpack
Trip
Noon. UPS Women's Soccer vs. Whitworth
1:30 p.m. UPS Football vs. Willamette
University
2:30 p.m. UPS Men's Soccer vs. Whitworth
College
3 p.m. Saturday Shuttle
6 p.m Logger Volleyball vs. Whitman
8 p.m. The Homecoming after party. Don't miss out
on the days activities.

ASUPS and
MASA Present

AMADAN in

TUESDAY OCT. 4

concert and

Noon Logger Lunch
6 p.m. Habitat for Humanity meeting
6 p.m. BGLAD meeting
7 p.m. Erik Marcus speaking (sponsored
by UPSTART)
8 .p.m. UPSTART meeting
9 p.m. ASUPS Real Life

Songfest!

WEDNESDAY OCT. 5
8 a.m. Fall Invitational Choral Festival
7 p.m. Wednesday Night Chapel
Kittredge gallery exhibit "unNatural History"
Longboard from the top of campus to the bottom
while attempting to set your personal fastest time.

THURSDAY OCT. 6
SUNDAY OCT. 2
9 a.m. Pierce County Hunger Walk
Noon. UPS Women's Soccer vs. Whitman and
2:30 p.m. UPS Men's Soccer v.s. Whitman
Homework

6 p.m. Town Crier Speaks Festival
7 p.m. Phi Mu Alpha Interest Meeting
7 p.m. Town Crier Speaks festival
7 p.m. Guest Artist Lecture/Recital: "The Birth of
Tragedy and the Piano Music of Karol
Szymanowski"

SEATTLE

a

•

FRIDAY SEPT. 30
Tom Leykis at 8:30 p.m. at the
Paramount Theatre
Banned Books Week; Celebrate
the first amendment and oppose
censorship. For more info visit
http://www.ala.org/ala/oif/bannedbooksweek/bannedbooksweek

Franz Ferdinand at 7:30 p.m. at
the Paramount Theatre

SATURDAY OCT. 1
Benevento- Russo Duo at Lola's
Room at 9:30 p.m.
Franz Ferdinand at 7:30 p.m. at
the Paramount Theatre
Oct. 1 - Nov. 6, Arthur Miller's Pulitzer prize winning play,
"Death of a Salesman" at Langston Hughes Performing Arts
Center; 104 17th Avenue South
Listen to Bone Thugs' n
Harmony's classic cut, "The First
of the Month."
SUNDAY OCT. 2
Chevelle with Taproot and Black
Maria at Showbox Theatre. Doors
open at 8 p.m.
Seattle Mariners vs. Oakland
Athletics at 1:05 p.m. Safeco Field

MONDAY OCT. 3
Oct. 3 - 15, Hispanic Heritage

If you're a
fan of Irish
Punk or a
didgeridoo
this will be

Friday,
September
3oth

one fun
show for
you!

8:00 PM
Marshall
Hall

TACOMA

FRIDAY SEPT. 30
Lincoln High School Football (4-0) vs. Foss @ Lincoln at 7 p.m.
Come see the offensive coordination of UPS student Dave Myers.

Month and Latino Art Exhibit at Bellevue City Hall; 11511 Main St.

SATURDAY OCT. 1
National Work at Home Mom Association business trade show
expo. Check out www.nwahma.com for more info.

TUESDAY OCT. 4

SUNDAY OCT. 2

The Frames and Josh Ritter at the
Showbox Theatre. Doors at 8 p.m.
722 18th Ave. Planning meeting
at 8:30 p.m.for Martin Luther King
Celebration Commitee

Visit Alyssa Steilstra at the Point Defiance Zoo. She'll give you
a private and quite informative tour about the different creatures
that reside there.

WEDNESDAY OCT. 5
HIM with Finch and Skindred at
the Roseland Theatre at 8 p.m.
Tracy Chapman at the Paramount
Theatre at 8 p.m.
System of a Down and The Mars
Volta at 7 p.m. in the Key Arena in
the Seattle Center. Tickets
available at Ticketmaster locations
THURSDAY Oct. 6
Yonder Mountains String Band
with Open Road at the Showbox
Theatre at 9 p.m.

MONDAY OCT. 3
Tour the downtown area on your favorite bike to see the bustling
city in action.

TUESDAY OCT. 4
Visit the Gun Range and shoot rifles, shotguns, semiautomatics
and pretty much any gun you'd like. After a 10 minute orientation, you're let loose. Expect to spend about $50
WEDNESDAY OCT. 5
Tacoma Fall RV Show October 5-9 held in the Tacoma Dome
Arena & Exhibition Hall.
THURSDAY OCT. 6
Point Defiance Park Centennial Celebration.

STAFF PICKS OF THE WEEK
"Fiery Furnaces at Neumo's in Seattle
Oct. 3. Doors open at 8 p.m."
—Sarah Koik, Features Editor

"Town Crier Speaks Theatre Festival
6th, 7th, and 8th. See Features
section for more information."
—Franny Allen, feat. & campus bubble copy editor

"Rosh Hashanah begins at sundown on
Oct. 3. Don't forget to prepare."
—Senior Staff
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Lectures Megan Buscho
How Many people participate in this program?
I have a committee, but mostly it's just me working on bringing people to come
speak.
What interests you most about this position?
I love seeing how the whole system of bringing people to come and speak works. It's
so much more complicated that I thought it was! You have to talk to an agent, and they
talk to a speaker and you have to get the venue on campus. I am actually thinking about
doing something like this after I graduate.
What can students look forward to this semester?
All of it! But I am bringing Mark Zupan from Murderball, which will be showing
later this semester. He's awesome, and it should be a really one-of-a-kind lecture.

us Music Network

While you might think there i
are a lot of students working
an overview of the students

How will this program affect the community? What does it provide that other clubs/organizations do not?
There is nothing else on campus like ASUPS lectures. ASUPS gives me so many resources to something that is usually left up to the administration at other schools. We are
really lucky that students get to decide and plan these sorts of events.

Campus Music Network is a campus program in charge of
providing an outlet for musicians, helping them organize shows
and promote their music. In the past it has put together SPANK,
a concert made up of student bands, and the CMN CD, a studio
recording featuring UPS artists.
This year, Greg Groggel, the head of CMN, hopes to start a
new program called "Cover Me." This event would take place
"at a local club such as Jazzbones where those of legal age could
enjoy an alcoholic beverage with the program," Groggel said.
The evening would feature UPS musicians playing their favorite
cover songs. He is looking for 8-10 groups or individuals to perform one-two songs each.
"There are so many talented students on campus who don't
have time to write their own music and start in a band and I want
to make sure they have an outlet as well," Groggel said.
As well as being a part of CMN, Groggel also enjoys being
a DJ on KUPS with his show "spooning in the am". He idolizes
Jon Stewart, obsesses over the olympics, and likes backpacking
and standing on mountains naked.
If you are interested in any of CMN programs e-mail ggroggel@ups.edu .

Katie Lind

Campus Films
Showtimes:
Fri. 9:30 p.m. & 12:00 p.m.
Sat. 8:00 p.m. & 10:30 p.m.
Sun. 6:00 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.

Campus Films, lead by programmer Tess Kutasz, provides students with the opportunity to
view new films each weekend. Below is the list of films being shown this semester. All showings are
in McIntyre 003. Student admission is $ 1.00 with student ID, or $2.00 for general admission.

•

Madagascar Batman Begins The Interpreter Scream Murderball Charlie and the Must Love Dogs
Sept. 30 - Oct. 2 Oct. 14 - 16
Oct. 21 - 23 Oct. 28 - 30 Nov. 4 - 6 Chocolate Factory
Nov. 18 - 20
Nov. 11 - 13

Special Events
Special events are enormous undertakings requiring
weeks of planning, preparation, money and advertising,
and thus are aimed at attracting the broadest group of
students possible.
Some events, such as Homecoming and Spring
Weekend, are annual campus mainstays that automatically provoke wide participation. This year's Special
Events Head, junior Danya Clevenger, has decided that
the Special Events calendar could use some revisions in
order to attract more students.
"I feel that sometimes a lot of money is spent on
events people aren't interested in," Clevenger said.
"Every year Special Events puts on the Mistletoast
swing dance. Everyone who's interested in swing dance
ing will come and have a great time, but a lot of students
aren't interested in swing dancing. This year we're trying to plan more events that don't appeal just to a specific type of student."
Mistletoast will remain on the Special Events agenda, but the Spring Cruise, the dance-filled voyage across
the Puget Sound, aboard The Spirit of Seattle, proved
last year to be the most expensive three-hour voyage
since the S.S. Minnow cost six castaways 15 years
aboard an uncharted island. "It cost hundreds of dollars
per person," Clevenger said.
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/JONAH KLIEWER
To help brainstorm and plan events of both broader

Danya Clevenger
appeal and narrower price figures, Clevenger has recruited a committee of five sophomores — Kelsey McKee,
Kyra Johnson, Akemi Okamura, Caitlin Deede and Kelsey Wells. Together they have helped Clevenger prepare
for the most special event, Homecoming (which falls a
week earlier than usual this year). Like the Spring and
Family Weekends, Homecoming is really several events
— luncheons, reunions, football, etc. — packaged as
one, and the organizational aid of the sophomore cornmittee seems to have helped make up for the truncated
planning period. "It's always easier to get the big picture down for homecoming," Clevenger said. "Now we
seem to have all the smaller details just about covered. Clevenger who has been planning for next weekend's festivities since the summer. looks forward to a
break. I'm looking froward to "taking a deep breath
after Homecoming and beginning to think about what
events we want to plan. Right now most of our schedule
is a big TBD (to be determined) since all the details of
Homecoming have preoccupied our time. But it will be
exciting not to know what direction we're headed in,
because we have a lot of options."
Clevenger welcomes any extra assistance or input.
If interested, contact asupsspecialevents@ups.edu .
Jared Smith
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keep you entertained. Here's
ng the decisions this year.
If you love bands that are a part of the "Seattle Sound"
and the distinct music coming from the Northwest region
— mostly Washington, Oregon and the B.C. area (even
though it's another country), you should check out Northwest Sounds — a program on campus that works to bring
artists from the region to perform. for UPS.
"The Pacific Northwest is an epicenter of amazing muut
, program head Sarah Koik
Northwest Sounds had a budget to bring local music to
pus, I decided to apply."
Koik, a junior, is a big fan of bands from Washington and
gon, such as Mirah, The Gossi
pletely different sounds.
this program, which looks
exclusively at lesser-known, independent groups.
"When I talk to people around campus, it seems a lot
of people have never really heard of Northwest Sounds. I
feel like this gives me the opportunity to recreate what it
has been in the past into something identifiable, particularly
with my band choices," Koik said. "I'm focusing most of
my attention on smaller labels and the bands on them."
"This semester I'm going to be focusing my funds on
bringing three larger shows and a few smaller, frequent
shows," Koik said.
She is looking at independent local labels such as Sub
Pop from Seattle, K records and Kill Rock Stars, which are
both based in Olympia. Koik makes her decisions from the
CDs that local artists send.
"It is my job to sift through them and see if their sound
would work on campus," Koik said. These include indie
and progressive rock bands that are representative of local
labels.
"I'd like to bring bands that are familiar to students at
UPS, but are still up-and-coming and have a new sound or
progressive style," Koik said.
Her job entails booking bands by either contacting
them directly — "for some, you can call them directly and
#11111111MEmate and negotiate cost. For others, it's a bit more
complicated and there are booking agencies involved."

sagewi

Katie Lind

Cultural vents
In order to promote the importance of cultural awareness on the UPS campus, this year's cultural events programmer junior Van Pham has high aspirations.
Pham first became interested in being a programmer
after his freshman year, after talking with ASUPS officers after the elections. Even though he had no idea what
it was, Pham decided to apply for the position.
"I just really wanted to get involved around the university," Pham said.
Last year, Pham was a programmer for popular entertainment. This year, as the cultural events programmer, Pham tries to expose "unique traditions and aspects
around the world that we don't know about," Pham
said.
So far this year, he has already hit the ground running with Randy Weston's African Rhythms and the UPS
Jazz Band, which performed on Sept. 15. Pham hopes
to continue to bring guest artists that can play with other
groups on campus.
Some ideas for this year's events include Capoeira
dancers, flamenco dancers, recycled percussion, Tibet-

likk
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Popular Entertainment
Whitney Mackman
"ASUPS and I are working on a large
concert that will be announced next week,"
Popular Entertainment programmer Whitney
Mackman said. "It will be a benefit for Katrina."
Mackman, a senior, is in charge of bringing popular bands to perform at the University of Puget Sound.
"I try to figure out the pulse, who's popular, what students want to see," Mackman
said.
But it's not just about the students' interests. While working with a fixed budget,
Mackman also has to juggle contracts and
publicity issues.
"The music business is tough because
bands will normally take the better offer or
the better location, over anything our small
school has to offer," Mackman said.
With a limited budget, Mackman must
decide which bands to work out schedules
and contracts with, in order to bring them to
campus. Another factor in a band's availability is their contracts with nearby arenas. A
band may have signed a contract with a venue
in Seattle in which they agree to refrain from
playing any other place within a certain area
and time period.
"The job is difficult because if any act
comes to Seattle, we cannot get them in
Tacoma as well" Mackman said. It is also
necessary to cordinate a band's availability
with the availability of the fieldhouse.

•

"I love music, I love live music even
more. I wanted to be in a different role in
the process, rather than just a concert-goer,"
Mackman said.
She is enthusiastic about music and her
interests range from hard-core punk to mellow indie. Some of her favorite bands include: Say Anything, Jimmy Eat World, The
Killers, Fall Out Boy, Martin Sexton, The
Format, Green Day, Stroke 9, The Ceasers,
and Cher.
"I ask other students, work with an agent,
and annoy Semi Solidarios" Mackman said.
As program head, she mainly picks the
bands by herself and works out the logistics
with campus and band programmers. Bands
that have played in the past include String
Cheese Incident, O.A.R. and Maroon 5.
Mackman's goal is to bring one really good
band to campus each semester.
As a part of this job, Mac kman has to
be patient.
"I have to wait for the music business to
come to me," Mac kman said.
Bands touring around the Pacific Northwest in the near future are the ones she is
trying to contact. Mackman encourages suggestions about bands and would love to talk
music or trade CDs with anyone interested.
She can be reached through the ASUPS
website.
Katie Lind

eVan Pham

an monks and a professional vocal jazz group. Pham
hopes to be progressive and try things that are fresh and
unique.
"There is a lot of cool and amazing talent in the
world, and I want everybody to experience it," Pham
said.
In past years, the cultural events program has brought
events such as the Chinese acrobats, Taiko drummers
and Max Weinberg to campus.
On Oct. 7th, The Massive Monkeys and featured
coaches this year on MTV's Made will be on campus in
Marshall Hall "to tear up the dance floor."
"There is also the possibility that they may do a
workshop for the campus or work with groups from
RDG," Pham said.
Through these different programs, Pham hopes to
"promote different performers that celebrate diversity
and different cultures in the world," Pham said.
As for suggestions for future cultural events, "I'm
always open for ideas and help," Pham said.
Lauren Iverson

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/JONAH KLIEWER
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2. DON'T
LOOK
BACK IN
ANGER
BY OASIS
By Rachel Decker
rdecker@ups.edu

Editor in Chief
Oh ... guilty pleasures ... how I
absolutely love thee.
What are guilty pleasures? Oh,
they are songs like "Since U Been
Gone," by Kelly Clarkson, or anything
by the Gin Blossoms on a bad day.
They are trashy British paperbacks on
the front table at Borders; movies like
"Center Stage;" eating chocolate cake
AND donut holes at the same time
(trust me, it's been done). A guilty
pleasure is unquestionably that new
FOX television show, "Reunion," in
which FOX found the most attractive
little-known actors and stuck them on
a show with a plot that may not even
outlast this season.
I have friends who claim N'Sync
as a guilty pleasure, and while it
tears up my heart, it melts theirs. My
roommate used to love those online
puzzles that could take up whole afternoons. Another pal of mine loves
to bake (not too bad for me, right?).
It almost seems like "guilty pleasure" is the wrong term to describe
what a guilty pleasure actually is.
When someone's guilty, it's because
they've done something wrong, no?
So why is listening to Kelly Clarkson
on repeat so wrong? Mindless, perhaps. But wrong? I think not. Stealing pieces of candy from the Metropolitan Market candy aisle? Yes, it's
wrong (and really, it's only one at a
time, I PROMISE!), but it produces
so much more of a "guilty" feeling
than rocking out to "Since U Been
Gone" could ever create.
I've purposely not mentioned one
important item on my list of guilty
pleasures, and now that I think about
it, I'm not really sure why. Maybe
I'm a little embarrassed. In any case,
it happens to be that little British import we call Oasis.
Of course, this isn't really a
long-standing guilty pleasure. Even
though Oasis came about a long time
ago (in what, the early 90s?) I've only
recently discovered their inane goodness. I WISH I had loved them in
middle school. Although there were
a few notable bands in my middle
school existence (namely Bush and
Harvey Danger), the majority of my
music came from that token radio station that played the hiphopdiscopop
crap that I considered tasteful.
Just last year my housemate raided her brother's music collection and
found, amongst the plethora of cds,
Oasis. And then "The 0.C." covers

started, including Matt Pond PA's
cover of "Champagne Supernova"
and Ryan Adams' absolutely amazing cover of "Wonderwall." And then
there was this big whammy of Oasis.
Suddenly I was playing them (and
everyone's covers of them) on my
radio show. rocking out in the shower, and now they're on my iPod and
whew!
Oasis mania.
Okay, so I exaggerate. My favorite band is still, by far, The Weakerthans, who I also played on the radio.
But on more than occasion, someone
would walk in during my radio show
and say something along the lines of.
"Oh man! Oasis! I love it!"
Of course you love it. Besides the
intense piano chords and persistent
drumbeats, you get lyrics like this:
Slip inside the eye of your mind
Don't you know you might find
A better place to play
Stepoutside,sumertime 's in bloom
Stand up beside the fireplace
Take that look from off your face
You ain't ever gonna burn my
heart out
They're the embodiment of everyone's guilty pleasure; the band everyone loves to hate. We shouldn't
love the guitar riffs and British wailing, but we do.
Shouldn't I have had this Oasis
mania, like 10 years ago, you ask?
Like. back when Oasis was cool?
Maybe Oasis is such a guilty
pleasure because it's past its prime.
Most people today wouldn't announce
their undying love for a band that is so
yesterday. Still, I'd be willing to bet
that most people still secretly rock out
to their intensity, as well as the wailing and yes — even the guitar riffs.
On the other hand, that's part of
the beauty of guilty pleasures. No
matter where or how old you are, you
can always indulge in them.
I will always love reading those
trashy books I read in 8th grade; I will
always love the current pop song on
the top 40 charts (even though I may
never admit it). My roommate will
enjoy those puzzles. A friend of mine
will do her homework with the one
reward in mind that she gets to file
after she finishes. Crazy for most of
us, but that's what makes her happy.
That's her own little guilty-not-soguilty-pleasure.
The little things that make each of
us happy exist in different, incandescent ways. Call me corny, but each is,
in more ways than one, a small light
at the end of the tunnel. It is the moment in each of our days when we can
sit back after a day's event, and be absolutely in love with whatever we are
doing. We can slip inside our minds
to find a better place to play.
Rachel Decker also loves warm oatmeal raisin cookies, especially the ones
her mom makes. In fact, stealing those
from the kitchen when she was younger
was probably the start of all of her guilty
pleasures.
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Ride the BMW Three Series
tering on the back of a BMW, the first
letter shown stands for the series (3,5,7)
and the succession of numbers stands for
the displacement of the engine and trim
level (318 is a 1.8 liter, 323 is a 2.3 liter,
328 is a 2.8 liter, 330 is a 3.0 liter,and so
on).
In 1987, BMW introduced electronic fuel injection throughout its range of
By Mark Delbrueck
models, thus explaining the "i" trailing
mdelbrueck@ups.edu
the numbers on the trunk script. With the
A&E Columnist
introduction of the second generation in
1992 (the E36 chassis), BMW started
The beginning of each high school differentiating among sedans, coupes
year was always eventful for me. The and cabriolets; thus, the "ci" designafirst time I arrived on campus that morn- tion was tacked on to the 323ci, 325ci.
ing, I would count the number of girls 328ci and 330ci vehicles.
who had managed to pass their driving
On a side note, after interviewing
tests. Teeming with acne, head topping four BMW drivers on campus, I am sadponytails and overly large Chanel sun- dened to report that only one of them
glasses, these are the girls who received could express what the letters "BMW"
"little birthday surprises" from Daddy actually stand for (Bavarian Motor
in the form of new 3 Series BMWs over Works).
the summer. Yes, the 3 Series can be
Also beginning in 1987 was the acconsidered not only the "Ultimate Driv- quisition of BMW's in-house tuner, Ming Machine," but also, the ultimate Technic. The introduction of the first 3
chick car.
Series-based performance car, the M3,
Setting aside the fact that every high marked the beginning of a performance
school girl who doesn't already own legacy for BMW. Today, the M series of
one wants one, the 3 is a fantastic car. cars from BMW is considered among
The strict perfection BMW strove for the best in performance, and truly brings
is evident in everything from the sup- meaning to the famous slogan "The Ulple leather and layered burl walnut trim timate Driving Machine."
to the liquid smooth Inline 6-cylinder
2005 has been a big year for BMW.
engine mated with supurb manual (and The introduction of its redesigned bread
Steptronic automatic) transmissions. In and butter sedan, the 3 Series, has
short, this is the very best entry-level marked the completion of a new era in
luxury car on the market.
design for BMW. While many enthusiIt is apparent that the nomenclature asts have complained bitterly about the
of BMW's lettering and numbering sys- recent directional change in styling for
tem is a product of the 80s, as it is quite BMW, the 2000s have been some of the
possibly the most confusing one on the most profitable years in the history of
market today. When looking at the let- the company. Leading the design departSEE BMW PAGE 13
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De Niro and Pacino
'Heat' it up
It's an epic, with too many good scenes

By Drew Gemmer
dgemmer@ups.edu

A&E Assistant Editor
Robert De Niro and Al Pacino are
arguably the two greatest actors of our
parents' generation. They have each
starred in movies essential to the history of film — "Scent of a Woman,"
"Taxi Driver," "The Godfather" and
"Goodfellas," to name a few.
For some reason, though, "Heat"
is never mentioned as one of their best,
which is ludicrous. I have to search
far and wide to find other fans of the
would-be classic. Let me do my small
part to re-circulate it among moviegoers.
This movie could easily have been
a disaster. Pair two great actors with a
cast of stellar supporting actors, and
greatness is expected from the start.
To take it a step further, make it 171
minutes, tell people it's a "modern-day
film noir" and put Val "Batman Forever" Kilmer in it ... one can see how
a disaster might occur. Fortunately for
us, writer/director Michael Mann was
there to keep it under control.
"Heat" is a huge accomplishment.

to count. The greatness of "Heat" lies
in how well it pulls everything off: the
dialogue is dramatic, the action explosive, the acting real and the story gripping from beginning to end. The tension builds over the entire movie, and 41
the suspense is oh so sweet.
Believe it or not, this is the first
movie that De Niro and Pacino have
shared a scene in. Maybe directors
were previously too intimidated to
combine these tour de forces, thinking
there might be too much personality to
handle, or perhaps too much great acting for one movie. I can understand
these fears, but somehow, this movie
was custom-fit for the two great actors.
Pacino plays his obnoxious self as
the L.A. detective while De Niro fills
his subtle, quiet-but-deadly routine as
the thief who's never been caught. Their
face-to-face dialogue feels so natural, as
if the veteran actors are finally relieved
to be working with somebody else who •
has been in the biz for awhile.
Granted, the whole idea of "subtlety" is lost on this film. Most of the
movie is spent explicitly juxtaposing
"bad guy" De Niro and "good guy"
Pacino, as if he's trying to make some

SEE "HEAT" PAGE 14
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Exploring lessons from Live 8

BMW

continued from page

12

ment is the automotive industry's
could eradicate poverty if we couldn't treat
most mocked man: Chris Bangle.
one another with respect. Her response was
By Diana Hawk
While the classic style of the
less than friendly. I should have realized that
dhawk@ups.edu
car may have been ruined by Banlogic would not go far with a woman who had
A&E Writer
gle, the driving characteristics
come to a free concert exof this generation are as pure as
pecting not to have her shabSkipping out on work,
those of the last. After all, this is
by, oversized blanket tread
I caught a Greyhound bus
the Ultimate Driving Machine that
on.
and headed to the "City of
comes from the ultimate bloodPeople everywhere
Brotherly Love" ready to
lines of performance sedans, and
were incredibly rude and dechange the world. On July
the new E90 325i and 330i models
structive. They started fights
2, I joined one million
continue
with this tradition. With
and climbed portable toilets,
PHOTO
C.) e(JUFi I ESYAU I UMAHKE 1.13Li
others for what concert
perfectly weighted steering and The BMW Three series glides
which caved with the added
mastermind Bob Geldof PHOTO COURTESY WWW.EURWEB.COM
chassis, as well as a new genera- around the curves.
weight. Drunken and obnoxdeemed "the greatest show Will Smith hosted the Philidel- ious citizens roamed about,
tion of buttery smooth inline 6's,
on earth."
the 3 is a sheer marvel to drive.
making it easy to get behind the
trying everything they could
phia branch of the event.
Live 8: The Long
The salesman at Northwest wheel of one even when you aren't
to get their faces on TV, writWalk to Justice, held days
BMW happily escorted me behind a Chanel-wearing, Louis Vuittoning heartfelt and intelligent
before the annual G8 Summit, was a call to the messages like "Feed the world" and "Save Afthe wheel of a new 2006 BMW toting, Poodle carrying 16-yearworld's most powerful leaders to put poverty rica" on their t-shirts.
330i sedan, which was dressed old girl Kelly Blue Book quotes a
high on the global agenda. Concert organizin Titanium Silver Metallic paint 1999 E46 328i with 70,000 miles
I didn't necessarily expect everyone to be
ers were quick to clarify that Live 8 was not entirely somber, but I was put off by the utter
with Dakota beige leather and in excellent condition at just unmerely a sequel to Live AID, an epic concert disregard for the original cause. For example,
burl walnut trim. It came equipped der $18,000 - a fair price to pay
orchestrated by Geldof 20 years ago for fam- a man sitting close to me flipped off a Sesame
with cold weather, sport and com- when considering the price of the
ine relief in Ethiopia.
fort
packages, as well as individual new equivalent.
Street character when it came onstage. Who
Where as Live AID focused on raising flips off a muppet from Africa?
options like the revolutionary new
Overall, the 3 is an excellent
funds for Africa, Live 8 did not ask for doActive Steering and the infamous- performer in every category. The
The saving grace of Live 8 was the music.
nations. Instead, free concerts spanned the The artists themselves were not paid, though
ly notorious joke-of-the-century build quality in itself justifies the
globe, raising awareness in London, Paris, it was reported that they received more than
iDrive navigation system. All of markup over other premium seBerlin, Rome, Tokyo, Ontario, Moscow, Jo- generous gift baskets. Also, P. Diddy was exthese options added up to a rather dans. As is the case with the origihannesburg and Philadelphia.
lofty $49,870 MSRP. Unfortunate- nal 3 series introduced over 20
pected to play and never showed up. 50 Cent
Performers in Philadelphia's eclectic line- dropped out of the line-up as well, noting that
ly for me, I left my checkbook be- years ago, this generation promup included Alicia Keys, Black Eyed Peas, he was required to work on his upcoming feahind that afternoon, so yes, it's still ises to provide decades of flawless
Bon Jovi, Dave Matthews Band, Def Leppard, ture film, ironically titled "Get Rich or Die
available for immediate delivery at driving pleasure, even if you are a
Destiny's Child, Jay-Z, Josh Groban, Kaiser Trying."
your request.
16-year old pop culture disciple.
Chiefs, Keith Urban, Linkin Park, Maroon 5,
Thankfully, BMWs, as well
Mark Delbrueck thinks that there
And then there was Will Smith. The actor/
Rob Thomas, Sarah McLachlan, Stevie Won- musician was carried to the stage on a throne
is nothing better than a fine, high
as most other German cars, have
der and Toby Keith.
performing German machine.
extremely poor residual values,
to the tune of his recording "The Champ is
I spent the week prior to the concert in Here." Smith, who hosted
Washington D.C., researching the upcoming the event, noted that, "ToSummit. I attended programs sponsored by day, we are here to declare
DC's think tanks and attended Congressional our interdependence." ImTickets area ,01-1110.1 S5 with
hearings on the subject, all of which were very agine that - a lesson in gloyour current student 10-1
empowering.
balization from the "Fresh
CINEMA
I was well-prepared for Live 8 and was Prince of Bel Air."
anxious to be surrounded by others who felt
Cynicism aside, the conI; 1 - LI 1,:(.1:1
253 593,441-3'
the same way. Together we would raise our cert was a once in a lifetime
voices in a call to our nation's leaders, asking event. To its credit, Philafor debt relief and more funding for responsi- delphia's Mayor Street reble African governments.
ported no serious incidents;
"This is without doubt a moment in histo- only four arrests and five
ry where ordinary people can grasp the chance citations, as well as several
* to achieve something truly monumental and cases of heat exhaustion.
demand from the eight world leaders at G8 an
An update from Live
end to poverty," Geldof said.
8's website announced the
And therein lies the problem. I actually success of the G8 Sumcame to Live 8 with Geldof's ambitious goals mit. "Last Satuiday LIVE8
in mind. I didn't expect the entire crowd to be asked $25 billion per anstaunch Economist readers, educated in global num for Africa to attack the
occurrences, but I did assume that the major- structures of poverty. And
ity of Live 8's concert-goers would be open to today Africa got it ... You
learning.
did this ... You won."
But I was wrong.
So, despite my comLive 8 organizers and Philadelphia city plaints, as well as 12 hours
4V officials did not allow people to camp out on under the hot and humid
the eve of the historic event, but began letting Philadelphia sky, the event
crowds onto the concert grounds at 6 a.m. I proved worthwhile. For all
arrived with friends at 7:30 a.m. and was sur- the crazy, drunk and disrerounded by thousands of others. Minute-by- spectful people I encounminute, thousands more streamed in and eve- tered, I trust that there were
ryone rushed to get the best spots.
kind, passionate, knowlUnder the beaming sun, people sold water, edgeable others. In a sea of
soaked rags, Jell-o shots and effortless boot- a million people they were
legged shirts with iron-on transfers of Jay-Z.
just hard to find.
I ventured out to the bathroom before the
The DVD is set be reshow got started, but everywhere I looked, leased Nov. 8 with proceeds
people blocked available openings and ig- benefiting the Band Aid
nored my pleas to get by. I was yelled at each Trust.
time I accidentally stepped on a blanket.
-Diana Hawk would have
I turned to one angry woman in particurather been at London's show
lar and asked her how she thought the world
watching Pink Floyd reunite.
*01.

Proof (PG-13)

Fri: 2:00, 4:30, 6:50, 8:50
Min: 12:00, 2:00, 4:30, 6:50, 8:50
Man-Wed: 4:30, 6:50, 8:50
Thurs: 2:00, 4:30, 6:50 8:50

Oliver Twist (PG-13)

Fri: 4:00, 6:45, 9:10
Sat/Sun: 12:301 4:00, 6:45, 9:10
Man-Thurs: 4:00, 6:45 9:10

Junehug

•

Fri. 2:30, 4:45, 7:15, 9:20
Sat/Sun: 12:201 2:30, 4:45, 7:15, 9:20
Mon-Wed: 4:45, 7:15, 9 20
Thurs: 2:30, 4:45 7:15, 9:20
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THE DONKEY SHO
Nelson Reed Moody
nm000dy@ups.edu

A&E Columnist
This was supposed to be
something completely different.
My original idea was for a completely negative column that would bash everything from MTV to RDG.
Everyone wants to write about movies or bands they
like; I wanted to do the complete opposite. But then I
wrote the column, and even I thought I came off like
an asshole. Basically, I forgot to bring the funny. Anyway, here are some quick thoughts before you use
this to line the hamster cage you're hiding from your
RA:
I'm usually not a huge fan of female musicians,
with the notable exceptions of Joan Jett, Tracy Chapman, and Maroon 5. But being the son of a lesbian
mother, I was raised on a steady diet of folk music
(thinking back on it, the collection of Indigo Girls
CDs should have been my first clue), and it has a special place in my heart. Anyway, if that's your sort of
thing (the folk music, not the lesbians) then you should
check out Deb Talan, a great Boston folkstar who spent
a large part of the nineties in Portland as part of Hummingfish. Since then she's moved back to Beantown
and has been making audial awesomeness. "Thinking
Amelia" and "Body of a Man" are regulars on my iPod
that are definitely worth checking out.
What the hell happened to country music? It's
like the whole industry threw out their Johnny Cash
and Willie Nelson records and have been listening
to Billy Ray Cyrus and Vince Gill on repeat for the
last decade. Is it some sort of cruel joke that Garth

Brooks doesn't make music anymore, yet we're still
stuck with Brooks & Dunn? Kenny Chesney should
count his blessings that the man in black passed away,
because if they had ever met, Cash would've punched
his lights out for ruining his music. I'm sick of this
all-hat-and-no-cattle crap.
Who greenlighted "Nick Cannon's Wild'n Out"?
This could quite possibly be the least funny and lamest
show ever. I can just imagine the brainstorming session at MTV. A room full of 50-year-old Viacom suits
told to "think outside the box," sitting around a table
trying to come up with something "hip" and "fresh."
Then one of the suits says, "Okay, we start with an
inoffensive white-friendly black man ... "
It seems official that this year's "I'm Rick James,
Bitch!" is "Mike Jones!" If you don't get it, you obviously haven't been watching your Sucker Free Sundays. What I wonder is how the multiple Mike Joneses on campus are dealing with this. I'm sure it was
kind of cool initially, but at this point I bet at lest one
of them has started introducing himself as "Michael."
A couple weeks ago, I was at a party while one of them
was there, and people he seemed to not even know
were shouting, "MIKE JOOONES!" at him. What
do you say to that? Do you shout that person's name
back at them? Inform them that you're looking for
a dime? Speaking of which, is it just a coincidence
that the weather in the Gulf Coast started getting all
apocalyptic as the Mississippi rap scene started to gain
national exposure with the aforementioned narcissist
and David Banner both scoring massive hits? They
do say that it's God's place to judge, and everyone's a
critic.
Okay, so maybe this wasn't completely different.
Stay Classy, UPS.
Nelson Moody ain't sayin she a gold digger.

`Heat'

cont. from page

12

bigger point about the world.
Are we supposed to feel sorry for the bank robbers of the world? Or are we all just human, floating
along in this great ocean called life? Whatever — I
doubt Mann knows what he's saying.
The saving grace of this flaw? Val "The Badass" Kilmer. Give this guy long blond hair and
a machine gun, release him on the streets of L.A.,
and watch the greatest gun fight you've ever seen.
Ashley Judd also does a great job as the spouse of
unpredictable, but yet irresistible husband Kilmer.
What makes "Heat" so appealing is that it is
an intensely huge movie on so many levels, yet the
characters and realistic acting bring it down to the
viewer's level. And Mann somehow makes L.A.
seem beautiful. Every scene is vast yet simple in
the same shot; it keeps the focus on the characters •
and their problems while alluding to the vast world
around them.
Yes, I failed to mention the flaws of this movie,
of which there are a few. The porn-ready lone saxaphone that constitutes the soundtrack throughout
(an homage to older film noir, perhaps?), the stilted •
and unecessary appearance of Jon Voight, a climax
that fails to deliver fully . . . it is not a perfect movie
by any means. So what's my reasoning for recommending this movie if it's not flawless?
I think this is a very important movie in our
current film history. It is Mann's attempt to make
a movie that is a link between modern blockbuster
filmmaking, and the archaic melodrama that were
present for the first fifty years of film. He is paying
homage to film, while taking it to the next level.
How does he do this? He gives Pacino some of
the best lines in his career (I'm biased), he gives 0
us action scenes that are raw, and he doesn't forget
to put a great story in there. Every summer blockbuster could learn from this fine example.

•

Drew's just doing it for the shorties.

Faculty rocks Schneebeck
Miriam Lipman
mlipman@ups.edu

A&E Writer
On Sept. 30 at 7:30
p.m., Puget Sound Faculty
will be holding the recital
entitled "An American in
Paris." It will portray an
array of delightfully different pieces preformed
by two UPS professors.
Performing on piano
is Professor of Piano and
Music theory, Duane Hulbert, who has been part of
the UPS staff since 1986.
With him, Assistant
Professor Maria Sampen
will complement on the
violin. She is a skillful
artist who has been playing the violin for 20 years.
She has performed as a
soloist with many different orchestras throughout
America and has been
featured on various radio
broadcast throughout the
country as well.
Both Hulbert and
Sampen have such talent
that this recital will be
fated with auditory greatness.
This will only be
complemented by the

five different pieces these
professors have chosen to
showcase, each composed
by Americans who have
spent time working in
Paris. These artists include
George Gershwin, George
Antheil, De Falla, Cesar
Franck and Copland.
Professor Sampson
expects that many of
these pieces will be more
well-known than students
might anticipate. Professor Sampson compared
Antheil's "Sonata No. 2,"
to radio-surfing.
"If you were to change
the station back in forth
between two songs on the
radio, that would be Sonata No.2," Sampson said.
This piece is a loud
and enjoyably argumetitive song that in this case,
will be Sampson vs. Hulbert: violin vs. piano.
Professor Sampson
encourages students who
haven't seen a recital before to attend. It will be
a great introduction since
the pieces are extremely
engaging and recognizable.
Miriam is the A&E editors'
new favorite writer.

hthouse
sundry
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(camer of 26th & Pearl)
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Fantastic Four
(PG-13)
Nightly @ 7pm
Saturday & Sunday Matinee @ 4:15pm

•
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Star Wars Episode III
Revenge of the Sith (PG13)
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Loggers come-from-behind to beat GFU New Athletic Trainers
By Pete Stevenson
pstevenson@ups.edu

•

Sports Writer
On Sept. 24 the UPS volleyball team beat George
Fox Bruins three games to two at the Memorial Fieldhouse. The win bolsters the Loggers' record to 6-2 and
3-1 in conference play. The Loggers overall record in
games is 18-11.
"I think we've done such a great job with pulling
together," Sophomore Jessica McPhee-Hayes said.
The Loggers lost the first two games 30-25 and 30-18.
The Loggers then had to win three straight, trailing at
one point in all three games (30-17), (32-30) and (1715).
Kyla Roof came up big in the third game, leading
the Loggers with five kills. Roof had to help the Loggers overcome many unforced errors as the UPS had
nine service errors in the first two games. UPS held on
to win the third game 30-17.
In game four, Roof handed off to Jamie Eggers
who she scored eight kills for UPS. The Loggers held
tough early in game four but fell behind on a 15-10 run
by the Bruins to make the score 24-19. The Loggers
then went on a run of their own to tie the game at 2828. The Loggers finally won the game with a score of
32-30.
In game five the stakes were high, and the pressure
inconceivably rose higher and higher as Puget Sound
traded points George Fox; drawing even at 6-6, 12-12,
13-13, 14-14, and 15-15. With two quick points, The
Loggers were able to complete their impressive comefrom-behind victory.
"Our blocking stepped up to stop their spikes,"
McPhee-Hayes said. "Our digging also was great."
The Loggers had 16 total team blocks, many of
which came at critical points during the final three
games of the contest.
UPS traveled to Pacific Luthern University Sept.
17 hoping to avenge their Sept. 3 loss to the Lutes
the Loggers lost three games to none during their first
contest of the season.
Their second meeting, however, would prove no
better then their first, as PLU ousted the Loggers in

consecutive games (30-27), (30-27) and (30-27).
The win against the Bruins served to brighten an
otherwise dreary week on the court. They'll need the
same intesity Sept 30. and Oct. 1 as they host a pair of
conference foes on consecutive evenings at the Memorial Fieldhouse.
The Loggers host the Whitworth Pirates Sept. 30
at 7 p.m. and the Whitman Missionaries Oct 1. at 6
p.m.
Whitworth is currently 4-0 in conference and 82 overall. The Missionaries are 2-2 in conference and
7-5 overall. McPhee-Hayes was looking forward to
the match-up against conference leader Whitworth.
"We need to just keep playing consistently as a team,"
McPhee-Hayes said about the incoming Pirate squad.
Sports Writer Pete Stevenson is considered, by some,
the single greatest curling prodigy that Iceland ever produced. That is, of course, until the horrible accident

Draw Rave Reviews
By Breanna Trygg
btrygg@ups.edu
Sports Writer
An athlete walking into the athletic training room
for the first time this year will find a surprise. There is
an entire new staff of athletic trainers at the University
of Puget Sound.
After Zeke Schuldt's retirement late last year, the
University found new leadership in Craig Bennett,
the new head athletic trainer for the Loggers. Bennett
brought with him two assistant trainers, Rachel Hall
and Daren Nystrom.
"Athletic training is a really important part of the
athletic program, which is a really important part of the
University," University President Ron Thomas said.
In the past, athletes and coaches have had problems with the athletic trainers.
For example, Molly Downey, a senior Lacrosse
player, went to the trainers every day about her injury
but they forgot what injury she had.
"I like them more. They know their stuff," Downey
said.
Bennett, Hall and Nystrom are starting their program from the ground up. All three come from very
different places. Bennett spent the last year at University of Redlands in California as head trainer.
Before that he was at Chapman University for
eight years, as an assistant professor and head coach
of the women's soccer team. He also graduated from
SEE ATHLETIC TRAINERS PAGE
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(Top right) Freshman Alexis Kerns prepares to serve for Puget Sound during the opening game with George Fox
University Sept. 24. (Above, from left to right) Loggers Kayla Roof (14), Jess McPhee-Hayes (16) and Jamie Eggers (3) unite with the team before the third game of their improbable come-from-behind victory over the Bruins.
The Loggers hope to continue with similar play during the next 2-game homestay.
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Men's soccer picks up two critical conference wins
By Will Holden

ize this and have committed as a team to bringing
back
the NWC title to UPS."
wholden@ups.edu
With that mentality Lawson and the Loggers
Sports Writer
set out to work on obtaining the title that eluded
them last year against the cross-town rival Lutes
The last week of Logger soccer was one that from PLU.
did not promise to hold much of a challenge for
As in any UPS sport, a rivalry exists between
what appears to be strong program. And if the the Loggers and Lutes, but that doesn't mean many
results are any indication, the week was a bit of of the Loggers believe it has been a very competia cake walk for the Loggers who downed Pacific tive match up in recent years.
1/1
Luthern University and Willamette 2-0 and 3-0
"They are like our little sister, they're always
respectively.
the under dog and have beaten us once out of our
Despite the relative lack of competition this last 12 meetings," Hedrick said.
week for UPS, senior captain Josh Hedrick is
That being said, no excitement was lost at this
happy in the progression he is seeing.
home opener, a place where UPS feels they have a
"I feel we have improved every game so far this consistent advantage.
4111
year," Hedrick said.
"Every year we are in the national top 10 for
"We are a totally different team than last year fan attendance at home games," sophomore Greg
so," sophomore Scott Blanchet said. "We're still Swanson said. "Our fans really give us an extra
trying to figure each other out, but we have a lot edge."
of potential and I feel we are starting to tap into
The statistics would tend to say that this game
that."
was fairly evenly matched with PLU actually •
Senior Bryan Lawson also feels as though this putting up more shots and shots on goal, than the
years team has a different feel to it.
Loggers, 13 vs. 7 and 11 vs. 6 respectively, but He"We have a much different attitude on the team drick warns not to warrant to much credit to these
this year," Lawson said. "Last year we had some numbers.
unbelievable players, but they failed to live up to
"Statistics can be misleading, just as in any
their potential. This year we need a much larger sport," Hedrick said. "On paper it may have looked
team effort to accomplish our goals. We all real- equal because once we're up 2-0 we can sit back
SEE MEN'S SOCCER PAGE 18
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Junior midfielder Byron Conforti kicks the ball upfield for the Loggers during a shutout of Willamette, Sept 24

Women's soccer continues
to steamroll opponents
By James Edwards

jredwards@ups.edu

Sports Writer
It was business as usual last week for the
Women's soccer team. They hosted, and beat
both Pacific Lutheran (3-0) and Willamette (20); pushing their record against conference foes
to 4-0.
It was an idyllic soccer day on Sept. 21
when the Loggers faced off against cross town
rivals PLU. The action started quickly with Senior Courtney Kjar getting cut down in the box,
two minutes in, by a completely overwhelmed
Lute defender. Finishing what she started, Kjar
took the penalty kick herself, and nonchalantly
slotted the ball to the left past the keeper. The
opening minutes were a pretty clear indicator of
what the rest of the game was going to be like.
The loggers struck again five minutes later
with a cross by Sophomore Adrienne Folsom
that was put away by Senior Tera Anderson.
For the rest of the first half the Loggers were
perpetually threatening. The Lutes were just not
fast enough to keep up with the UPS's outside
midfielders. The Loggers capitalized on this
weakness by sending some well placed through
balls down the line and raining in crosses.
The Lutes.came out in the second half, and
played much more solid defense. There were
few chances on goal, but all were gobbled up
by senior goalkeeper Erin Williams.
In the closing minutes of the game Kjar
poked another one in bringing her season goal
total to seven.
The Lutes were taken out of the game early,
and were never able to get back in it. With precision passing and controlled touches the Loggers were able to pick them apart.
On Saturday Sept. 24 the Willamette Bearcats came to town, boasting a 2-1 conference
record. Puget Sound took control early with ex-

cellent com illation passing.
The work paid off, when ten minutes in the
prolific Kjar unleashed two brutal jukes, and
slid in a beauty past a befuddled keeper.
For the next 15 minutes the Loggers controlled the ball and eventually put in another
goal. It all started with Folsom who did most of
the leg work getting the ball down to the goal
line where she put in a cross that found its way
to Kjar who pushed it along to Freshman Fiona
Gornick.
"When the goal happened, I just tried to
put myself in a good position so that if the ball
did come out, I could have a chance at a shot,"
Gornick said.
She did have a chance at a shot, and drove
it home beautifully for her first goal of the season.
Towards the end of the half the Bearcats really picked up the pace, and created a couple of
good chances. The most notable were a series
of corner kicks, however the Logger defense
stood its ground and made it to the half with a
clean slate.
The second half started and the physical intensity of the game started to pick up.
"I think physical play is fun to a point. It
puts you up against the opponent and really
tests your strength, Gornick said. "But if it gets
too physical it disrupts the game and just gets
ugly."
The increased physicality threw off the
Logger's usual finesse, and the game went
from penalty to penalty. It did not matter at the
end as the team extended its winning streak to
five games, with Williams recording her fifth
straight shutout.
This weekend, the Loggers have another
home stand playing back to back games against
Whitworth and Whitman on Oct. 1 and 2 at
noon.
Sports Writer James Edwards doesn't know if you
know. But he's kind of a big deal around the Trail.

•
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Senior Forward Cortney Kjar keeps her eye on the ball during a Sept.
21 victory over PLU.
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Athletic trainers
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continued from pg 15

One goal for the athletic training
undergraduate and graduate school at
staff is to have the confidence of the
Chapman University.
Bennett's other athletic training ex- coaches, which seems to be developing
perience includes working for the L.A. so far. This could be attributed to BenFire Department football team for six nett's experience as head coach in the
years, and with the US Youth Soccer past.
"He has a different perspective as a
Olympic Development Program for five
former head coach," Athletic Director
years.
Hall comes from the University of Amy Hackett said.
That unique viewpoint was one of
Idaho, where she worked as a graduate
assistant athletic trainer for the past two her reasons for hiring Bennett.
Bennett was brought onto the UPS
years, and received her graduate degree.
Before that she was at Minnesota State- Athletic staff in the middle of July, and
Mankato for her undergraduate degree. arrived at UPS on Aug. 3.
He quickly brought in his staff in
Hall also spent time working with the
U.S. Youth Soccer Olympic Develop- from Idaho and Miami, and Hall and
ment Program, which is where she met Nystrom arrived in mid-August, just
days before student athletes arrived on
Bennett.
Nystrom spent the last year as a Aug. 17.
It was "hectic but expected," Bentrainer with the Miami Dolphins. Before that, he earned his undergraduate nett said about jumping into action so
degree at Whitworth, and his graduate quickly.
"The
reason
degree at Fresno State. He
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/SOMEBODY
there have been no set- New Athletic Trainers Hall, Bennett, and Nystrom can be found hiding out in the
was also the head certified
backs are Daren and fieldhouse making your favorite UPS athletes healthy to get back on the field.
athletic trainer for the Col"Athletic training is a reRachel," Bennett said.
lege Football All-Star CMally important part of the
"Their energy and
lenge in Miami.
athletic program, which is
Bennett said, "and have a vested interest
smiles" create a posi- when they came in," Hall said.
The new staff of the
a really important part of
tive atmosphere in the
Nystrom, who has worked with Di- in their sport."
athletic training office has
the University."
The athletic trainers' main goal is to
vision I and professional athletes in the
athletic training room.
been approaching their
—Ron
Thomas
Student athletes past, wants "the student athlete level establish trust with the student-athletes,
work differently than in
University of Puget have really picked up of care to feel like D-one or pro level so that they "know that someone will
the past. Dr. Beth Bricker,
take care of them" when they walk into
on the changes in the care."
head coach of the Women's Sound President
training room.
Most importantly, the trainers are the training room Bennett said.
lacrosse team and Facilities
From the response of the student
"The changes in succeeding in the eyes of the athletes.
and Business Manager for
attitude have been for "Especially for being new, they are very athletes and coaches, it seems that Benthe Athletic Department,
had only good things to say about the the best," senior football player Andy approachable" junior lacrosse player nett, Hall and Nystrom might already be
reaching their goals.
Carlson said. "The willingness to help Lauren Furuya said.
new approach.
New trainers can only make the UPS
"I am hearing a lot of good com"The athletic trainers have interest increased and the athletic trainers "acin good communication, and are really tually care about the sports and are in- ments from both student athletes and athletic program continue its progress
interested in providing for the athletes," volved in the overall scene."
coaches," Hackett said. "They are doing toward one of the better Division III programs in the nation.
Bricker said.
The atmosphere of the training room a terrific job."
Breanna Trygg has been repeatedly seen
The new athletic trainers are find"I've heard nothing but good things, is something on which the new staff is
trying to woo President Ron Thom.
about both their personalities and their really focusing.
ing a good fit here in their new home at
"We want student athletes to leave UPS. They like working with Division
knowledge," Chris Fantz, assistant
the training room feeling better than III athletes, "who are not getting paid,"
coach for the Logger swim teams, said.

Football suffers first loss in California
By Matt Stevens
mrstevens@ups.edu

Assistant Sports Editor

•

The UPS football squad traveled to La Vernge, California on
Sept. 24 and came back with its tail between its legs. The Loggers
were beaten by a less-than-stellar Leopard team 38-14.
The Loggers gave up an early score, but came back quickly
with their own on a 41-yard pass from Quarterback Andy Carlson
to John Lorge. Carlson then connected with Chris Krueger for the
two point conversion. Carlson would only connect on two more
passes (to his own team) the rest of the afternoon.
The Loggers were sent on the defensive and it quickly became apparent they were not going to be able to re-group against
the passing attack of the Leopards. La Verne rolled up 24 straight
points in the second quarter to take a 31-14 lead into half.
"They were much improved from last year," Coach Phil Willenbrock said. "We fell behind early and that just led to more
problems."
The Loggers perenially strong running game works better
when the team is ahead than when behind.
The Loggers were also dealt a vile blow on the opening kickoff when kicker Justin Dougherty went down with a leg injury.
UPS was finally able to cut into the lead late in the third quarter with a two yard touchdown run by Andrew Watkins to set the
score at 31-14 (UPS failed on the two point conversion). But the

Logger defense could not stop the forceful Leopard offense
and added another touchdown in the fourth quarter.
The Logger defense was torched for 476 yards by a La
Verne offense that had come into the game averaging 365 yards
a game, less than the Logger running attack by itself. Quaterback Brian Guerror threw for 384 yards, connecting on 28 of
43 tosses and had four touchdowns with no interceptions. The
Logger offense rolled up a measly 257 yards of offense, after
they had averaged 439 yards the first two games.
UPS running back Rory Lee went over 100 yards for the
third time this season, rushing for 104 yards on 25 carries.
Carlson had the worst day of his long Logger career, completing just 3 of 18 passes and throwing five interceptions. Carlson
also ran for 31 yards on 10 carries. Three of the Logger interceptions led to touchdowns for the Leopards.
"The interceptions were a combinations of problems for
us," Willenbrock said. "Our pass protections were not that
great, the route running was at times was poor, just a lot of
things didn't go our way."
"I know Andy's ankle is not 100 percent, but that's not going to stop him from playing," Willenbrock said when asked
about the injury his quarterback suffered on Sept. 17.
The Loggers next game is the homecoming match-up on
Oct 1 against Willamette at 1:30pm in Baker Stadium. The
Bearcats come in with a hot offense after their first win of
the season over Menlo College. Steve Wilbon leads the Bearcat strong offensive attack. He scored three touchdowns and

SEE FOOTBALL PAGE 17
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Statitudes:
Logger football by the numbers
5—

the number of interceptions quarterback Andy Carlson threw

3 — the number of completions Carlson connected on
507 —
6—

number of yards Rory Lee has run in the past three games

Football

continued from page 17

racked up 84 yards on seven carries. The UPS defense will like the rest from the
passing of La Verne and tackling the heavy running attack of Willamette.
"They do have a great rushing offense," Coach Willenbrock said, "so we'll
have to be very disciplined on defense." Willenbrock didn't think there was anything for the Logger defense to change following last week's poor performance:
"All we must do is make them drive the field, then we'll be ok." He later added "If
we hold on to the ball better, they're very turnover prone, so we should be in good
shape."
Assistant Sports Editor Matt Stevens has seen better day because time is on his side and its
not quite the end of the world as he knows it, yet.

•

fit

Lee's D III rank in rushing yards per game 169 ypg

8—

National rank of UPS' rushing offense is ranked eighth averaging 310.7
ypg (out of 228 participating schools)

217 —

National rank UPS passing offense ranks nationally

4 — Longest winning streak (Oct. 30, 2004 - Sept. 17, '05) under coach Phillip
Willenbrock (2002 - present)

6—

Longest non-conference win-streak (Sept. 11, '04 - Sept. 17, 05) under
Willenbrock

9* —

Consecutive seasons played with a losing conference record (1996 present)

.111

The Trail

—In-conference winning percentage since 1996 (5 - 40)

1933 — The last year UPS (then College of Puget Sound) won a NWC championship

*The NWC did not sponsor football for a 11-year period from 1985 -'95
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Men's soccer
and let them take a shot from 25 yards
out that counts as a shot but there was
no danger whatsoever."
With that in mind the Loggers
rolled to a victory with goals from Hedrick and senior Elliot Peterson.
The Loggers defense consisting
of senior Jimmy Fioretti, senior Zack
Yando, freshman Kyle Johnson, freshman Taylor Hyde, and Lawson pitched
a shutout en route to an impressive victory.
The second match of the week came
Saturday against a Willamette team that
only won four games last season. But
despite the supposed inadequacy of this
opponent, the Loggers remained focused
"We try not to focus on the past,"
Swanson said. "Head Coach Reece
Olney does a great job of preparing us
for what we need to know about each
team."
"We were expecting a tough game
just because we whammed them last
year," Blanchet said.
Unfortunately for the Bearcats, it
was another "whamming" handed out
by UPS. The Loggers spent most of the
game on the Willamette half and coming away with a 3-0 victory.
Statistics were more telling in this
game as Willamette only mustered one
shot all game and zero shots on goal to
UPS' 21 total shots, 10 of them on goal.
The defense was again a critical point
in the Logger victory.
"Our backline kept their forwards
in check, allowing our midfield and
forwards to focus on offense," Swanson

continued from page 17

said.
When Swanson spoke about offense, he might as well have been
speaking about himself, as he had his
foot in all facets of the Logger offense.
He banged in two goals and assisted another.
Confidence is now building in this
new-look Logger team, and they will
have to hope it lasts through the season. The nationally ranked Whitworth
Pirates come to town, the team who defeated UPS last season for the conference crown.
Mystique aside, Lawson and the
Loggers seem undaunted.
"We are not going to look at this
game any differently than we would
any other game," Lawson said. "We are
going to train hard all week, prepare
ourselves mentally and physically, and
go out on Saturday afternoon and work
as hard as we can."
If there is doubt in the confidence
of the Loggers and their quest for the
NWC title, a road that will most certainly be affected when UPS takes the
field against the Pirates this week, you
certainly won't find it in the Loggers'
captain this week.
"We are confident not only of our
home field advantage, but our team as
a whole,"Hendrick said. "We will win
2-0."
Will Holden does not, contrary to popular
belief, do the funky chicken on his way to
class. Though he has been seen doing the
twist.

Logger sports on tap:
Homecoming Weekend

Wheelock 203
offcampus@ups.edu
AIM: upsOffcampus
http://www.ups.edu/
dsa/offcampus
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Fri., Sept. 30
Volleyball vs. Whitworth College— 7 p.m.

•

Sat., Oct. 1
W. Soccer vs. Whitworth College — Noon
M. Soccer vs. Whitworth College — Noon
Football vs. Willamette University — 1:30 p.m.

•
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Stressville

WANT TO SEE
YOUR AD HERE??

By Stewart Jenkins

Look for tables in the
SUB or e-mail
trail@ups.edu to get your
ad in!

•

POLICY

The Trail reserves the right to
remove any classified ad listing
without warning, notice, or refund. The Trail shall not be held
liable for the content or accuracy
of its classified or hey you ads.
The opinions of the "hey you"
ads do not represent the opinions of The Trail, nor The Trail
Staff. The Trail reserves the
right to modify or discontinue
any and all parts of the ad, without notice. The reader agrees not
to use the The Trail's Classified/
"Hey You" ad section to create
damaging, unlawful, harmful or
threatening content; commit libel or false acusations; be false,
inaccurate or misleading; or discriminate in any way shape or
form. Although the Trail strives
to accurately portray each reader's classified or "Hey You" ad,
providing a service for the UPS
Community, The Trail always
has the final say in the final copy
of the Classified/"Hey You" ad
section.

•
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Make a
Difference!

1 0 hr.
starting pay

16

1

Work-study & internship
candidates now being hired
for summer and fall positions.
To join our team, call Rick Falsetto
today at (253) 591-8543.

111

Or email:
rickf@uwpc.org

k

Must be eligible
for Work Study
to apply.
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Submit to
Crosscurrents!
E-mail ccr@
ups.e du

"HEY You" ADS
HEY YOU, you suck.

HEY YOU, stop prank call-

We SAW you break ing me with heavy breaththat car window.
ing and Judge Judy.
HEY YOU, pretty girl,

I saw your reflection in
the sneeze guard. Call
me.

HEY YOU, look out below.

I'm not a pudding recepticle.

ill United Way

li

•
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HEY YOU, don't hit on HEY YOU, you against 15?

my mom at the bar. Probably not gonna work.

COMBAT ZONE
BACK PAGE SATIRE
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Trail joins liberal, left-wing media!
By Moby Richard
Combat Zone Press Secretary
Trail editor Dachel Recker announced today that
The Trail had been admitted to the Liberal, Left-Wing
Media.
"Frankly, my staff and I are disappointed," Recker said during a press conference held atop the yellow
crane near Thompson Hall. "We applied to get into the
Conservative, Right-Wing Media, but there weren't any
seats left, so to speak. Plus we would have had to sell
The Trail to Rupert Murdoch. We weren't into the whole
mogul thing."
Joining the Left Wing Media comes with certain
obligations, Recker noted. All Trail staff must wear
berets, read the works of philosophers Karl and Zeppo
Marx and agree to be verbally abused once a year by
Bill O'Reilly, star of the TV sit-corn, "The O'Reilly
Cracker."

WVVW.FOTOSEARCH.COM/ART176/GUP034/

Supporters of Dachel Recker smile for the camera
after recent decisions made by the Editor in Chief.
of The Trail.

"This isn't a forever thing," Recker went on to say,
hitting an F-sharp note of optimism. "Ultimately The
Trail aspires to be neither Left Wing nor Right Wing.
We hope to end up in the main cabin, preferably in First •
Class, where you get micro-brews and a foot-rub."
This reporter borrowed a beret from my grandfather, who was, like, a Hippie. I then contacted students
and professors to get their reactions to the news.
"Dude . .," eighth-year senior Leo Bong said when
told of The Trail's decision. •
Professor and Lt. Colonel Chester "Chest" Thumper, Chair (and Table) of the Arsenal Studies Program,
told this reporter, "I like your beret, soldier. What are
you doing after work? I always suspected the Trail had
connections to the Kennedys and surfed all the Internets. But I'm withholding my judgment and troops for is
at least a week."
Moby Richard dons his own beret at the bar. With little
jingly bells and a tambourine.

DCS spokesperson hospitalized Dumb Laws 1o1
By Morton McMorty
Cusine Specialist

salubrious comestibles" Rodrigues
was expected to consume in the
line of duty. They currently seek
two
minutes of "free reign over the
Media darling and newly hired Dinwaffle topping bar" in damages.
ing and Conference Services spokesperWhen reached for comment,
son, Julio Rodrigues, was rushed to St.
University of Puget Sound PresiJoseph Medical Center Monday after
dent Ron Thomas knew neither
suffering massive heart failure. A spokeswhat the big deal was, nor what
person for the spokesperson has released
"insalubrious comestibles" meant.
Rodrigues' condition as "stable and an"So what if he had twenty ornoyingly inspirational."
ders of chicken strips," Thomas
Rodrigues, known as J-Rod in his
said. "I consume forty orders of
annoyingly inspirational television comstrips for brunch every day. Then
mercials, has gained 37 pounds since beI
wash it down with a cup of esing hired by DCS to showcase the healthy
sence-giving
life-blood from the
dining options at the University of Puget TECHNIDATA.COM/DQMEN.HTM
corpses
of
my
vanquished foes."
Sound_ Fresh off their acquisition of a Chicken fingers attack!
The president quickly corSubway-style sandwich toaster, DCS has
started a new media blitz marketing, "The SUB" diet, rected himself adding, "That is to say, an environmental sustainability mug full of essence-giving life-blood
which Rodrigues had been following.
For the last three weeks, J-Rod had been eating from the corpses of my vanquished foes, of course."
DCS continues to defend "The SUB" diet, claiming
exclusively at The Diner, Cellar and Diversions Cafe.
that
after a bite of a tuna logger, you generally lose your
However after a weekend binge of 16" pizzas, wholemilk mocha smoothies and twenty consecutive orders appetite for the rest of the week. When asked to cite the
of chicken strips, Rodrigues began complaining of chest actual nutritional values of a tuna logger, DCS would
only say that it's about as good for you as a smoothie
pains.
Legal representatives for J-Rod plan to file a suit made out of shredded copies of The Trail.
Morton McMorty's favorite dish at the sub is cheese fries.
against DCS for failing to disclose the nature of the "in-

Headlines in Brief

Think you've got what it takes to
write for the Combat Zone? We
know you can be funny, but can you
be witty too?
If so, submit an article as
a word attachment to trail@ups.
edu. Each week the senior staff will
choose the best, funniest, wittiest,
craziest combat zone lovin' story
to be featured in that week's issue.
Who knows ... you just might see
your name in print some day.

Influenza holds press conference to mock Bush's preparedness for flu season. Cites precedent
Student steals paw print poster,
stuffed in closet for secrecy purposes
Harlem Globetrotters challenge
NASA to basketball game on
the moon; call NASA Michael
Griffin, "jive sucka"

By Tabitha Hornet
Chief Legal
Expertise
Basic laws are
common knowledge,
rewritten in many
forms,
different
states and religions.
Stuff like no speeding, killing or spitting in public.
But zoom into
the legal system and
there are some real
ugly ones. Take a
look at the glorious
state of Washington.
First of all, it
should be brought
to the readers attention that according
to state law, lolliPHOTO COURTESY OF FREEPpops in Washington AGES.GENEALOGY.ROOTS- •
are banned. What
WEB.COM
prompted this, one Better stop at the city limits
can only imagine. I of Seattle to let the old po-po
for one am almost squad know you're going to
sure it originated be robbin' the joint.
•
at an elementary
school somewhere.
That's where all laws begin when you get down to it.
In Seattle, it's illegal for women to sit on men's
laps on a bus, train or other form of public transportation without putting a pillow between them. If they do
so, they face an automotive six-month jail term. •
Further stupidity includes the fact that it's mandatory in the state of Washington for a motorist with
criminal intentions to stop at the city limits and telephone the chief of police that he or she is entering the
town. Now how would that conversation go?
"Excuse me, Mr. Policeman, I just want,to let you
know I was entering your town with the intention to
rob the local super market."
"Your name?"
"Rick Flanks."
"Well, thanks for the heads up Mr. Flanks."
I have a feeling this legislation would do very little,
to reduce the crime in Washington.
PLEASE NOTE: All characters are fictitious. Any
resemblance to persons living or dead, is purely coincidental.
Tabitha Hornet wears a hairnet.

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent
the opinions of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu
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